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OPTIMAL AND DUAL STABILITY RESULTS FOR

L1 VISCOSITY AND L∞ ENTROPY SOLUTIONS

NATHAËL ALIBAUD, JØRGEN ENDAL, AND ESPEN R. JAKOBSEN

Abstract. This paper has three contribution: (i) nonstandard and optimal
contraction results for L1 viscosity solutions of the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman
equation

∂tϕ = sup
ξ

{b(ξ) ·Dϕ+ tr(a(ξ)D2ϕ)},

(ii) nonstandard and optimal contraction results for L∞ entropy solutions of
the anisotropic degenerate parabolic equation

∂tu+ divF (u) = div(A(u)Du),

and (iii) rigorous identification of a new duality relation between these notions
of generalized solutions. More precisely, we obtain a quasicontraction principle
for the first equation in the weakest possible L1 type Banach setting where
stability holds in general. We rigorously identify this topology and show that
our contraction estimate is optimal for model HJB equations. For the second
equation, we obtain a weighted L1 contraction principle for possibly nonin-
tegrable L∞ solutions. Here we identify the optimal weight in general. It is
interestingly a solution of the first equation, and it is the precise formulation
of this result that leads to the above mentioned duality.
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1. Introduction

In this paper we derive nonstandard stability and duality results for two central
notions of weak solutions of nonlinear PDEs: entropy and viscosity solutions. These
solution concepts were introduced for scalar conservation laws [39] and Hamilton-
Jacobi (HJ) equations [23], and later extended to second order PDEs [38, 37, 19,
21]. Conservation laws are divergence form equations arising in continuum physics
[25], while HJ equations are nondivergence form equations e.g. from differential
geometry and optimal control theory [30, 5, 4]. The well-posedness of such PDEs is
a challenging issue that requires entropy and viscosity solution theories in general.
By now the literature is enormous and includes lots of applications. For reference
books and the state-of-the-art, see [30, 26, 5, 4, 47, 25, 22].

The problem. Let us consider two model initial-value problems for the Hamilton-
Jacobi-Bellman (HJB) equation

∂tϕ = supξ∈E
{
b(ξ) ·Dϕ+ tr

(
a(ξ)D2ϕ

)}
x ∈ R

d, t > 0,(1a)

ϕ(x, 0) = ϕ0(x) x ∈ R
d,(1b)

and the anisotropic degenerate parabolic convection-diffusion equation

(2)
∂tu+ divF (u) = div (A(u)Du) x ∈ R

d, t > 0,

u(x, 0) = u0(x) x ∈ R
d,

where “D,” “D2” and “div” respectively denote the gradient, the Hessian and the
divergence in x, and “tr” is the trace. We assume that

(H1)







E is a nonempty set,

b : E → R
d a bounded function,

a = σa (σa)
T

for some bounded σa : E → R
d×K ,

(H2) F ∈W 1,∞
loc (R,Rd) and A = σA (σA)

T
for σA ∈ L∞

loc(R,R
d×K),

where K is the maximal rank of a(ξ) and A(u). By [38, 37, 21], (1) and (2) are
respectively well-posed in the sense of viscosity and entropy solutions and satisfy
the following contraction principles:

(3) ‖(ϕ− ψ)(t)‖∞ ≤ ‖ϕ0 − ψ0‖∞ and ‖(u− v)(t)‖L1 ≤ ‖u0 − v0‖L1 .

Here we derive contraction estimates in the opposite settings: L1 for (1) and L∞

for (2). Our results are quantitative and optimal in a sense to be specified. We also
connect (1) and (2) revealing new duality relations between entropy and viscosity
solutions.
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Optimal contraction results for (1) in L1. For previous results on L1 viscosity so-
lutions, see [17] for uniformly elliptic/parabolic PDEs and [41, 2, 1, 6, 16, 18, 27]
for various other integro-PDEs. For fully nonlinear second order degenerate PDEs,
we only know a technical L1 estimate from [27] for exponentially decaying initial
data. Here we develop a general L1 theory for (1).

We first show that L1 is too weak to get stability for model HJB equations, in-
cluding pure diffusive PDEs, cf. Propositions 22–26. We then consider the smallest
Banach topology stronger than L1 for which we have stability for all equations of
the form (1a). We show that it is generated by the norm

‖ϕ0‖int :=
ˆ

sup
x+[−1,1]d

|ϕ0| dx

(cf. Theorem 28) which is the norm of L∞
int as defined in [2, 1]. Since L∞

int → L1∩L∞

is a continuous embedding, our notion of viscosity solutions for (1) is the usual one,
cf. Remark 29(b).

Then we derive stability estimates for the above norm. To quantify the influence
of the nonlinearities, we introduce the norms |H |conv and |H |diff on D2

pH and D2
XH

(see Section 2.4) where

(4) H : (p,X) ∈ R
d × Sd 7→ supE{b · p+ tr(aX)} ∈ R

is the Hamiltonian of (1a) and Sd ⊂ R
d×d the symmetric matrices. Hence (1a) has

the form ∂tϕ = H(Dϕ,D2ϕ). We show two main estimates for (1), cf. Theorems
31 and 35. First that

(5) ‖(ϕ− ψ)(t)‖int ≤ (1 + ωd(t|H |diff)) (1 + t|H |conv)d ‖ϕ0 − ψ0‖int ∀t ≥ 0,

for some modulus of continuity ωd. Then that there is an equivalent norm ||| · ||| on
L∞
int such that

(6) |||(ϕ − ψ)(t)||| ≤ e(|H|conv∨|H|diff)t|||ϕ0 − ψ0||| ∀t ≥ 0,

where a ∨ b := max{a, b}. Estimates (5) and (6) are optimal for model PDEs, cf.
Proposition 98. But contrarily to (5), (6) is a true quasicontraction result as in
semigroup theory [33, 28, 13] with the constant 1 in front of the exponential.

Contraction and quasicontraction semigroups are important for their relations
to accretive operators, splitting methods, etc. The quasicontractivity may fail for
‖ ·‖int roughly speaking because ωd in (5) is typically a square root, cf. Proposition
99. However ‖ · ‖int is easier to compute than ||| · ||| so both (5) and (6) have their
own interest.

Optimal contraction results for (2) in L∞. In [39], Kruzkov showed that entropy
solutions of first order equations of the form (2) are well-posed in L∞ without
assuming integrability. Kinetic and renormalized solution theories to handle un-
bounded solutions in L1 were developed later in [42, 43, 12]. For second order
PDEs, isotropic diffusions were treated in [19], and anisotropic diffusions in [21], in
L1 ∩ L∞ and L1. Well-posedness of (2) in the original Kruzhkov setting of possi-
bly nonintegrable L∞ solutions is not standard, but results exist in [31], see also
[20, 11, 3, 27, 44].

Here our contribution concerns the quantitative stability in L∞. There can be
no L∞ contraction since solutions can develop discontinuities in finite time. In the
literature stability is therefore quantified by weighted L1 contraction principles like
the well-known finite speed of propagation estimate for first order PDEs [39, 45]:

(7)

ˆ

|x−x0|<R
|u(x, t)− v(x, t)| dx ≤

ˆ

|x−x0|<R+Ct

|u0(x) − v0(x)| dx.
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An example for second order PDEs (cf. [14, 20, 48, 31]) is the following estimate:

(8)

ˆ

|u(x, t)− v(x, t)|e−
√

1+|x|2 dx ≤ eCt
ˆ

|u0(x)− v0(x)|e−
√

1+|x|2 dx.

Note that (8) does not imply (7) when A ≡ 0. A finer result is given in [27] where
the weight is a convolution product involving a diffusion kernel constructed via
viscosity solutions. But this result still loses information since it does not imply
the global L1 contraction (3), see Remarks 2.7(b) and 2.11(e) in [27].

Our main result for (2) is a very accurate weighted L1 contraction principle,
Theorem 38, roughly speaking stating that

(9)

ˆ

|u(x, t)− v(x, t)|ϕ0(x) dx ≤
ˆ

|u0(x) − v0(x)|ϕ(x, t) dx,

where ϕ0 ≥ 0 is arbitrary and ϕ is the solution of (1) with b = F ′ and a = A.
Using stochastic control theory [30], we show that (9) has the form (Corollary 42):

(10)

ˆ

|x−x0|<R
|u(x, t)− v(x, t)| dx ≤

ˆ

|u0(x)− v0(x)| sup
ξ·

P (|Xx
t − x0| < R) dx,

where P is the probability, ξs an adapted control, Bs a Brownian motion, and Xx
s

an Ito process satisfying

dXx
s = F ′(ξs) ds+

√
2σA(ξs) dBs, Xx

s=0 = x.

Estimate (10) is a natural second order extension of (7). Its general form (9) not
only implies (3), (7), (8), and [27], but the weight is also optimal in a certain class
satisfying a semigroup property, see Corollary 46.

Duality between (1) and (2). Interestingly, our analysis reveals a duality relation
between viscosity solutions of (1) and entropy solutions of (2) (Theorem 44). It
can be stated in terms of semigroups roughly speaking as follows (Corollary 47):

If Gt and St are the solution semigroups of (1) and (2), b = F ′

and a = A, then Gt is the smallest semigroup satisfying

(11)

ˆ

|Stu0 − Stv0|ϕ0 dx ≤
ˆ

|u0 − v0|Gtϕ0 dx,

for any u0, v0 ∈ L∞ and 0 ≤ ϕ0 ∈ L∞
int.

Inequality (11) can be interpreted as a nonlinear dual inequality and Gt as a dual
semigroup of St since the semigroup Gt is entirely determined by (11) and knowl-
edge of St. The question of duality in the other direction is open, cf. Remark 49.

Outline. Preliminary results are given in Section 2, in Sections 3 and 4 we state
and prove our main results, and at the end there are appendices containing com-
plementary results and technical proofs.

Notation. R
+ (resp. R−) denotes nonnegative (resp. nonpositive) real numbers and

S
+
d nonnegative symmetric d × d matrices. A modulus of continuity is a function
ω : R+ → R

+ such that ω(t) → 0 as t → 0+. Finally, the symbols ∨ and ∧ denote
max and min respectively.

2. Preliminaries

In this section, we recall some basic facts on viscosity and entropy solutions; for
proofs, see for instance [22, 30, 5, 4] and [21, 11, 25] respectively. We also define
the space L∞

int and the semi-norms | · |conv and | · |diff.
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2.1. Viscosity solutions of (1). Let ϕ∗ (resp. ϕ∗) denote the upper (resp. lower)
semicontinuous envelope of ϕ.

Definition 1 (Viscosity solutions). Assume (H1) and ϕ0 : Rd → R is bounded.

(a) A locally bounded function ϕ : Rd × R
+ → R is a viscosity subsolution (resp.

supersolution) of (1) if

i) for every φ ∈ C∞(Rd × R
+) and local maximum (x, t) ∈ R

d × (0,∞) of
ϕ∗ − φ (resp. mininimum),

∂tφ(x, t) ≤ H
(
Dφ(x, t), D2φ(x, t)

)
(resp. ≥),

ii) and for every x ∈ R
d,

ϕ∗(x, 0) ≤ (ϕ0)
∗(x) (resp. ϕ∗(x, 0) ≥ (ϕ0)∗(x)).

(b) A function ϕ is a vicosity solution if it is both a sub and supersolution.

Remark 2. We say that ϕ is a viscosity subsolution (resp. supersolution) of (1a) if
(ai) holds.

We recall the well-known comparison and the well-posedness for (1).

Theorem 3 (Comparison principle). Assume (H1). If ϕ and ψ are bounded sub
and supersolutions of (1a), and

ϕ∗(x, 0) ≤ ψ∗(x, 0) ∀x ∈ R
d,

then ϕ∗ ≤ ψ∗ on R
d × R

+.

Theorem 4 (Existence and uniqueness). Assume (H1) and ϕ0 ∈ Cb(R
d). Then

there exists a unique viscosity solution ϕ ∈ Cb(R
d × R

+) of (1).

Remark 5. We also have the maximum principle inf ϕ0 ≤ ϕ ≤ supϕ0, and for
solutions ϕ and ψ with initial data ϕ0 and ψ0,

‖ϕ(·, t)− ψ(·, t)‖∞ ≤ ‖ϕ0 − ψ0‖∞ ∀t ≥ 0.

We may take ϕ0 to be discontinuous as in (10). In that case, we loose uniqueness
and we have to work with minimal and maximal solutions [24, 10, 32] (see also [4]
for bilateral solutions). From now on, we denote by BLSC (resp. BUSC) bounded
and lower (resp. upper) semicontinuous functions.

Theorem 6 (Minimal and maximal solutions). Assume (H1) and ϕ0 : Rd → R is
bounded. Then there exists a pair of viscosity solutions of (1),

(ϕ, ϕ) ∈ BLSC(Rd × R
+)×BUSC(Rd × R

+),

where ϕ is minimal and ϕ is maximal in the sense that

ϕ ≤ ϕ ≤ ϕ for any bounded viscosity solution ϕ of (1).

Morever, at t = 0,

ϕ(x, 0) = (ϕ0)∗(x) and ϕ(x, 0) = (ϕ0)
∗(x) ∀x ∈ R

d.

Note that ϕ and ϕ are unique by definition.

Proposition 7 (Comparison). Assume (H1) and ϕ0 : Rd → R is bounded.

(i) For any bounded supersolution ϕ of (1) (resp. subsolution).

ϕ ≤ ϕ∗ (resp. ϕ ≥ ϕ∗).

(ii) In particular, ϕ ≤ ψ and ϕ ≤ ψ for any bounded initial data ϕ0 ≤ ψ0.
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For completeness, the proofs of Theorems 6 and Proposition 7 are given in
Appendix A.1 because [24, 10, 32, 4] consider slightly different problems. Let
us continue with representation formulas for the solution ϕ from control theory
[30, 4, 34, 35]. Throughout, “co” denote the convex hull and “Im” the image.

Proposition 8 (First order). Assume (H1), a ≡ 0, and ϕ0 : Rd → R bounded.
Then the minimal viscosity solution of (1) is given by

ϕ(x, t) = sup
x+tC

(ϕ0)∗ ∀(x, t) ∈ R
d × R

+,

where C = co {Im(b)}.
In the second order case, we need a probabilistic framework. For simplicity, we

fix for the rest of this paper

(12)

{
a complete filtered probability space (Ω,F ,Ft,P), and
a standard d-dimensional Brownian Bt on this filtration.

We will assume without mention that all stochastic processes in this paper are
defined on this filtered probability space, and that whenever we need a Brownian
motion, then we take the above Brownian motion. Let us denote the expectation
by E. Then:

Proposition 9 (Second order). Assume (H1), ϕ0 : Rd → R is bounded, and

(13) the set E is compact and the functions b(·) and σa(·) are continuous.

Then the minimal viscosity solution of (1) is given by

ϕ(x, t) = sup
ξ·

E {(ϕ0)∗(X
x
t )} ,

where ξs is a progressively measurable E-valued control and Xx
s an Ito process

satisfying the SDE
{

dXx
s = b(ξs) ds+

√
2σa(ξs) dBs, s > 0,

Xx
s=0 = x.

These results are standard for continuous viscosity solutions [30, 4], see also
[4, 34, 35] for maximal solutions. For minimal solutions, we did not find any
reference so we provide the proofs in Appendix A.2.

2.2. Entropy solutions of (2). In the nonstandard pure L∞ setting, the well-
posedness of (2) is essentially considered in [31] for smooth fluxes, see also [21, 11]
for L1. Let us now recall these results in the form we need and provide comple-
mentary proofs in Appendix B for completeness.

Definition 10 (Entropy-entropy flux triple). We say that (η, q, r) is an entropy-
entropy flux triple if η ∈ C2(R) is convex, q′ = η′F ′ and r′ = η′A.

Given β ∈ C(R), we also need the notation

ζik(u) :=

ˆ u

0

σA

ik(ξ) dξ and ζβik(u) :=

ˆ u

0

σA

ik(ξ)β(ξ) dξ.

Definition 11 (Entropy solutions). Assume (H2) and u0 ∈ L∞(Rd). A function
u ∈ L∞(Rd × R

+) ∩ C(R+;L1
loc(R

d)) is an entropy solution of (2) if

(a)
∑d
i=1 ∂xiζik(u) ∈ L2

loc(R
d × R

+) for any k = 1, . . . ,K,

(b) for any k = 1, . . . ,K and any β ∈ C(R)

d∑

i=1

∂xiζ
β
ik(u) = β(u)

d∑

i=1

∂xiζik(u) ∈ L2
loc(R

d × R
+),
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(c) and for all entropy-entropy flux triples (η, q, r) and 0 ≤ φ ∈ C∞
c (Rd × R

+),

¨

Rd×R+



η(u)∂tφ+
d∑

i=1

qi(u)∂xiφ+
d∑

i,j=1

rij(u)∂
2
xixj

φ



 dxdt

+

ˆ

Rd

η(u0(x))φ(x, 0) dx ≥
¨

Rd×R+

η′′(u)
K∑

k=1

(
d∑

i=1

∂xiζik(u)

)2

φdxdt.

Theorem 12 (Existence and uniqueness). Assume (H2) and u0 ∈ L∞(Rd). Then
there exists a unique entropy solution u ∈ L∞(Rd ×R

+) ∩C(R+;L1
loc(R

d)) of (2).

See [31, Theorem 1.1] or Appendix B for the proof.

Remark 13. (a) In the L1 settings of [21, 11], the following contraction principle
holds: For solutions u and v of (2) with initial data u0 and v0,

‖u(·, t)− v(·, t)‖L1 ≤ ‖u0 − v0‖L1 ∀t ≥ 0.

(b) In the L∞ setting of [31], uniqueness is based on the weighted L1 contraction
principle (8), see also Lemma 94 in Appendix B.

(c) In all cases, we have comparison and maximum principles as stated in Lemma
96 in Appendix B.

In L∞, uniqueness is based on a doubling of variables arguments developed in
[39, 19, 11]. This argument leads to (14) below, and this inequality will be the
starting point of our analysis of (2).

Lemma 14 (Kato inequality). Assume (H2) and u, v are entropy solutions of
(2) with initial data u0, v0 ∈ L∞(Rd). Then for all T ≥ 0 and nonnegative test
functions φ ∈ C∞

c (Rd × [0, T ]),

(14)

ˆ

Rd

|u− v|(x, T )φ(x, T ) dx ≤
ˆ

Rd

|u0 − v0|(x)φ(x, 0) dx

+

¨

Rd×(0,T )



|u− v|∂tφ+

d∑

i=1

qi(u, v)∂xiφ+

d∑

i,j=1

rij(u, v)∂
2
xixj

φ



 dxdt,

where

qi(u, v) = sign(u− v)

ˆ u

v

F ′
i (ξ) dξ, rij(u, v) = sign(u− v)

ˆ u

v

Aij(ξ) dξ.

See Appendix B for a sketch of the proof of this lemma with references to com-
putations in [11].

2.3. The function space L∞
int

. Consider the following normed space

L∞
int(R

d) :=
{
ϕ0 ∈ L1 ∩ L∞(Rd) s.t. ‖ϕ0‖L∞

int
<∞

}

where ‖ϕ0‖L∞
int

:=
´

ess supQ1(x)
|ϕ0| dx and Qr(x) := x+ [−r, r]d for r > 0.

Theorem 15. This is a Banach space continuously embedded into L1 ∩ L∞(Rd).

For the proof, see [2, 1] from which we have taken the above notation. From now
on, we would rather consider the pointwise sup, and to avoid confusion we then use
the notation

‖ϕ0‖int :=
ˆ

sup
Q1(x)

|ϕ0| dx.

Note that ‖ϕ0‖int = ‖ϕ0‖L∞
int

if ϕ0 is continuous. Here is another result of [2, 1],
see for instance [1, Lemma 2.5.1].
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Lemma 16. For any r > 0 and ε ≥ 0, there is a constant Cr,ε ≥ 0 such that
ˆ

sup
Qr+ε(x)

|ϕ0| dx ≤ Cr,ε

ˆ

sup
Qr(x)

|ϕ0| dx ∀ϕ0 : Rd → R.

Remark 17. (a) This result will be used with the pointwise sup for discontinuous
ϕ0, typically lower or uppersemicontinous.

(b) A more precise and possibly new result is given in Lemma 91 in Appendix A.5.

2.4. Semi-norms | · |conv and | · |diff. The set of Hamiltonians associated to equa-
tions of the form (1) is a convex cone which we denote by

Γ :=
{
H : Rd × Sd → R s.t. H satisfy (4) for some (E , b, a) satisfying (H1)

}
.

Note that the same H ∈ Γ can be represented by different (E , b, a) satisfying (H1)
as long as Im(b, a) is the same (see Lemma 88 or Remark 90(a)). Let us endow Γ
with semi-norms.

Definition 18. For each H ∈ Γ, set

|H |conv := inf
b0∈Rd

sup
ξ∈E

|b(ξ)− b0| and |H |diff := inf
S
+
d ∋a0≤Im(a)

sup
ξ∈E

tr (a(ξ)− a0) ,

where (E , b, a) is a representative of H, i.e. a triplet satisfying (H1) such that (4)
holds.

Remark 19. (a) In the second inf, “a0 ≤ Im(a)” means that a0 ≤ a(ξ), ∀ξ ∈ E .
(b) You may think that these quantities depend of the choice of the representative

(E , b, a), but this is not the case: see Lemma 89 in Appendix A.4.

These semi-norms roughly speaking measure the nonlinearities of the Hamilto-
nians.

Proposition 20. The above | · |conv and | · |diff are semi-norms. Moreover, for each
Hamiltonian H = H(p,X) ∈ Γ, we have:

(15)

{

|H |conv = 0 ⇐⇒ H is affine in the gradient p, and

|H |diff = 0 ⇐⇒ H is affine in the Hessian X.

See Appendix A.4 for the proof.

Remark 21. Let us give an example. Let d = 1 and

E := {c, d} × {e, f}
for some c, d, e, f ∈ R such that e, f ≥ 0. Let b(ξ) = ξ1 and a(ξ) = ξ2 where
ξ = (ξ1, ξ2), and

H(p,X) := sup
ξ∈E

{b(ξ) · p+ tr (a(ξ)X)} .

Then

|H |conv =
|c− d|

2
and |H |diff = e ∨ f − e ∧ f.

Note also that
H(p,X) = max{cp, dp}+max{eX, fX},

so that for this particular example,

|H |conv =
1

2

ˆ

R

|∂2ppH | and |H |diff =

ˆ

R

|∂2XXH |

in the sense of the total variations. For general dimensions and Hamiltonians, these
total variations may be infinite, but |H |conv and |H |diff are always finite under our
assumptions.

See Remark 90 in Appendix A.4, for connections to support functions and convex
analysis.
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3. Main results

We are ready to state our main results. The long proofs are given in Section 4.

3.1. Some L1 instabilities for (1). Let us begin with (1) and explain why we
can not have pure L1 stability results. Let us consider the unique viscosity solution
of the eikonal equation

(16) ∂tϕ =

d∑

i=1

|∂xiϕ|,

with a given initial data ϕ0 ∈ Cb(R
d). Under which condition is it integrable?

Proposition 22 (Integrability condition). We have
[
ϕ(·, t) ∈ L1(Rd) ∀t ≥ 0

]
⇐⇒

[
ϕ−
0 ∈ L1(Rd) and ϕ+

0 ∈ L∞
int(R

d)
]
.

Proof. Use that ϕ(x, t) = supQt(x)
ϕ0 by Proposition 8, and then Lemma 16. �

We can therefore not expect general L1 stability because of the positive parts.

Proposition 23 (L1 instability for nonnegative solutions). Let ϕn0 (x) := (1−n|x|)+
for all n ≥ 1, and ϕn be the solution of (16) with ϕn0 as initial data. Then ϕn0 ∈
Cb ∩ L1(Rd) and

lim
n→∞

ϕn0 = 0 in L1(Rd),

but
lim
n→∞

ϕn(·, t) = 1Qt
(·) 6= 0 in L1(Rd), ∀t > 0.

Proof. Use again that ϕn(x, t) = supQt(x)
ϕn0 . �

You might expect L1 stability for nonpositive solutions, because the negative
parts behave better in Proposition 22. But this is not the case either:

Proposition 24 (L1 instability for nonpositive solutions). There are nonpositive
ϕ0, ϕ

n
0 ∈ Cb ∩ L1(Rd) such that

lim
n→∞

ϕn0 = ϕ0 in L1(Rd),

but the solutions ϕ and ϕn of (16) with initial data ϕ0 and ϕn0 satisfy

lim inf
n→∞

‖ϕn(·, t)− ϕ(·, t)‖L1 > 0 ∀t > 0 (small enough).

See Section 4.2 for the proof. To see that L1 is not good for pure diffusion
equations of the form (1a) either, we consider an equation in one space dimension

(17) ∂tϕ =
(
∂2xxϕ

)+
.

Here again, to have L1 solutions, we need ϕ+
0 ∈ L∞

int.

Proposition 25 (L∞
int and nonlinear diffusions). Let ϕ0 ∈ Cb(R) be nonnegative

and ϕ be the solution of (17) with ϕ0 as initial data. Then,
[
ϕ(·, t) ∈ L1(R) ∀t ≥ 0

]
⇐⇒ ϕ0 ∈ L∞

int(R).

See Section 4.2 for the proof. To simplify, we omit the analysis of nonpositive
solutions of (17) and discuss instead the lack of a fundamental solution. Consider
solutions ϕn of (17) with an approximate delta-functions as initial data:

(18) ϕn(x, t = 0) = nρ(nx),

where 0 ≤ ρ ∈ Cc(R) is nontrivial. Then:

Proposition 26 (Blow-up everywhere). limn→∞ ϕn(x, t) = ∞, ∀x ∈ R, ∀t > 0.

See Section 4.2 for the proof. For linear diffusion equations, ϕn would converge
to the fundamental solution, but here it explodes pointwise and in all Lploc.
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3.2. Optimal L1 framework for (1). We now look for the smallest topology
which is stronger than L1 for which we have stability. To get a general theory, we
restrict to normed spaces and results that hold for all equations of the form (1a).
We will obtain a quasicontraction result for the corresponding semigroups. Let us
recall some definitions from [33, 28, 13].

Definition 27. Let E be a normed space. We say that Gt is a semigroup on E if
it is a family of maps Gt : E → E, parametrized by t ≥ 0, satisfying

{

Gt=0 = id (the identity), and

Gt+s = GtGs (meaning the composition) for any t, s ≥ 0.

It is a contraction semigroup if

‖Gtϕ0 −Gtψ0‖E ≤ ‖ϕ0 − ψ0‖E ,
and a quasicontraction semigroup if there is some γ ∈ R such that

‖Gtϕ0 −Gtψ0‖E ≤ eγt‖ϕ0 − ψ0‖E,
for any ϕ0, ψ0 ∈ E and t ≥ 0.

For example, let ϕ be the unique viscosity solution of (1) and define

(19) Gt : ϕ0 ∈ Cb(R
d) 7→ ϕ(·, t) ∈ Cb(R

d).

Then Gt is a contraction semigroup. Consider now spaces E such that

(20)







E is a vector subspace of Cb ∩ L1(Rd),

E is a normed space,

E is continuously embedded1into L1(Rd),

and for any triplet of data (E , b, a) satisfying (H1), the associated semigroup (19)
is such that for any t ≥ 0,

(21) Gt maps E into itself and Gt : E → E is continous.

The best possible E is given below.

Theorem 28 (Optimal L1 setting for HJB equations). The space Cb ∩L∞
int(R

d) is
a Banach space satisfying the properties (20)–(21). Moreover, any other space E
satisfying (20)–(21) is continuously embedded1into Cb ∩ L∞

int(R
d).

Remark 29. (a) We will also see that Gt is strongly continuous on Cb ∩ L∞
int, i.e.

t ≥ 0 7→ Gtϕ0 is continuous for the strong topology, cf. Lemma 87.
(b) We have considered spaces E of continuous functions in order to avoid unique-

ness issues. But this is not restrictive since the best E above is a complete
space by Theorem 15.

Let us now focus on explicit estimates. We first give a rough L∞
int a priori

estimate.

Theorem 30 (General L∞
int stability). Assume (H1) and T ≥ 0. For any bounded

subsolution ϕ and supersolution ψ of (1a),

(22)

ˆ

sup
Q1(x)×[0,T ]

(ϕ∗ − ψ∗)
+
dx ≤ C

ˆ

sup
Q1(x)

(ϕ∗ − ψ∗)
+
(·, 0) dx,

for some constant C = C(d, ‖a‖∞, ‖b‖∞, T ) ≥ 0.

1Let X, Y be normed spaces such that X ⊆ Y . X is continuously embedded into Y if there is
C ≥ 0 such that ‖x‖Y ≤ C‖x‖X for all x ∈ X.
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Note that the supremum in time is inside the integral. In the second estimate,
we precisely quantify the influence of the convective and diffusive nonlinearities.

Theorem 31 (Quantitative L∞
int stability). Assume (H1) and let C = co{Im(b)}.

There exists a modulus of continuity ωd(·) only depending on the dimension d such
that, for any bounded subsolution ϕ and supersolution ψ of (1a),

(23)

ˆ

sup
Q1(x)

(ϕ∗ − ψ∗)
+
(·, t) dx

≤ (1 + ωd(t|H |diff))
ˆ

sup
Q1(x)+tC

(ϕ∗ − ψ∗)
+ (·, 0) dx ∀t ≥ 0.

Remark 32. (a) The modulus ωd is defined in Lemma 67, see also Lemma 70.
(b) The effect of convection is seen in the set tC and the diffusion in t|H |diff.

Let us now consider the semigroup (19).

Corollary 33 (Contraction like estimate in ‖ · ‖int). Assume (H1) and ωd(·) is
defined in Theorem 31. Then, for any ϕ0, ψ0 ∈ Cb ∩ L∞

int(R
d) and t ≥ 0,

(24) ‖Gtϕ0 −Gtψ0‖int ≤ (1 + ωd(t|H |diff)) (1 + t|H |conv)d ‖ϕ0 − ψ0‖int.
Remark 34. (a) The constant in (24) is optimal for small t(|H |conv ∨ |H |diff), cf.

the discussion in Appendix C and more precisely Proposition 98.
(b) We deduce from Proposition 20 that Gt is quasicontractive if the diffusion is

linear, and contractive if the whole equation is linear. But for fully nonlinear
PDEs, Gt may not be quasicontractive roughly speaking because ωd is typically
a square root, cf. Proposition 99.

To get a quasicontraction principle for fully nonlinear PDEs, we need to change
the norm. Below and throughout, “Sp” denotes the spectrum.

Theorem 35 (General quasicontraction). For any ϕ0 ∈ Cb ∩ L∞
int(R

d), define

|||ϕ0||| := sup
t≥0

e−t ‖Gmod

t |ϕ0|‖int ,

where Gmod
t is the semigroup on Cb ∩ L∞

int(R
d) associated to the model equation

∂tϕ = |Dϕ|+ sup
λ∈Sp(D2ϕ)

λ+.

Then ||| · ||| is a norm on Cb ∩ L∞
int(R

d) which is equivalent to ‖ · ‖int. Moreover,
under (H1), the semigroup (19) is ||| · |||-quasicontractive with

(25) |||Gtϕ0 −Gtψ0||| ≤ e(|H|conv∨|H|diff)t|||ϕ0 − ψ0|||,
for any ϕ0, ψ0 ∈ Cb ∩ L∞

int(R
d) and t ≥ 0.

Remark 36. (a) The constant in (25) is optimal for small t(|H |conv ∨ |H |diff), cf.
Proposition 98.

(b) The choice of ||| · ||| is inspired by linear semigroup theory, see Theorem 2.13 in
[33]. Here, our semigroup is nonlinear, and remarkably ||| · ||| does not depend on
the particular semigroup Gt that we consider as in [33]. More precisely, Gmod

t

is a fixed model semigroup, and ||| · ||| is a fixed norm in which all semigroups of
equations of the form (1a) are quasicontractive.

Remark 37. This is the L1 counterpart of the L∞ contraction for (1),

‖(ϕ− ψ)(t)‖∞ ≤ ‖ϕ0 − ψ0‖∞.
In the L1 setting we have

|||(ϕ− ψ)(t)||| ≤ e(|H|conv∨|H|diff)t|||ϕ0 − ψ0|||,
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where, for some constant M ≥ 1 and any φ = φ(x),

‖φ‖L1 ≤
ˆ

sup
Q1(x)

|φ| dx ≤ |||φ||| ≤M

ˆ

sup
Q1(x)

|φ| dx.

The proofs of all results in this section can be found in Sections 4.3–4.6. Optimal
examples for (24) and (25) are given in Appendix C.

3.3. Weighted L1 contraction for (2). Let us continue with Problem (2) and
state a new weighted L1 contraction principle for L∞ entropy solutions. The weight
will be the viscosity solution of the following problem:

∂tϕ = ess sup
m≤ξ≤M

{
F ′(ξ) ·Dϕ+ tr

(
A(ξ)D2ϕ

)}
x ∈ R

d, t > 0,(26a)

ϕ(x, 0) = ϕ0(x) x ∈ R
d,(26b)

for given m < M and ϕ0. Here is the precise statement.

Theorem 38 (Weighted L1 contraction). Assume (H2), m < M , and take mea-
surable u0 = u0(x) and v0 = v0(x) with values in [m,M ]. Take also a nonnegative
initial weight ϕ0 ∈ BLSC(Rd). Then, the associated entropy solutions u and v of
(2) and viscosity minimal solution ϕ of (26) satisfy

(27)

ˆ

Rd

|u− v|(x, t)ϕ0(x) dx ≤
ˆ

Rd

|u0 − v0|(x)ϕ(x, t) dx ∀t ≥ 0.

Remark 39. (a) Problem (26) is of the form (1) with a pointwise sup taken over
the Lebesgue points of F ′ and A.

(b) The right-hand side of (27) can be infinite. To get finite integrals, it suffices to
take ϕ0 ∈ L∞

int or u0 − v0 ∈ L1.
(c) The same result holds when ϕ is replaced by any measurable supersolution of

(26), since it is greater than ϕ.

Let us be more explicit. By the representation formula for first order PDEs, we
obtain the following estimate on the domain of dependence:

Corollary 40 (First order equations). Assume (H1) with A ≡ 0, m < M , u0
and v0 are measurable functions with values in [m,M ], and u and v are entropy
solutions of (2) with initial data u0 and v0. Then

ˆ

B

|u− v|(x, t) dx ≤
ˆ

B−tC
|u0 − v0|(x) dx

for any Borel set B ⊆ R
d and t ≥ 0, where

C = co
{

ess Im
(

(F ′) [m,M ]

)}

and ess Im is the essential image.

Proof. Let U ⊇ B be an open set and take ϕ0 = 1U , the indicator function of U .
By Proposition 8, the minimal solution of (26) is ϕ(x, t) = 1U−tC(x). Apply then
Theorem 38 and take the infimum over all open U ⊇ B. �

Remark 41. The above result is also a consequence of [45]. In that recent paper, the
author gives similar estimates for (x, t)-dependent first order PDEs using different
techniques based on differential inclusions.

For second order equations, we have the following result.
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Corollary 42 (Second order equations). Assume (H1), F ′(·) and σA(·) continuous,
m < M , u0 and v0 in L∞(Rd, [m,M ]), and u and v solutions of (2) with u0 and
v0 as initial data. Then for any open U ⊆ R

d and t ≥ 0,
ˆ

U

|u− v|(x, t) dx ≤
ˆ

Rd

|u0 − v0|(x) sup
ξ·

P (Xx
t ∈ U) dx,

where ξs is a progressively measurable [m,M ]-valued process and Xx
s is an Ito

process satisfying the SDE

(28)

{

dXx
s = F ′(ξs) ds+

√
2σA(ξs) dBs, s > 0,

Xx
s=0 = x.

Remark 43. Xx
s is a stochastic process starting from x at time s = 0. The dynamics

of Xx
s is given by the controlled SDE (28) where the coefficients are (derivatives of)

the fluxes in Equation (2). The control is determined to maximize the probability
for the process to reach U at time s = t. Equation (26) is the dynamic programming
equation for this control problem.

Proof. Take ϕ0 = 1U and apply Proposition 9 to compute ϕ in Theorem 38. �

The proof of Theorem 38 is given in Section 4.7.

3.4. Optimal weight and duality between (1) and (2). Let us discuss the
optimality of Theorem 38. First we give a reformulation of the definition of viscosity
supersolutions in terms of weights in L1 contraction estimates for (2).

Theorem 44 (Weights and supersolutions). Assume (H2), m < M , and 0 ≤ ϕ ∈
BLSC(Rd × R

+). Then the assertions below are equivalent.

(I) For any measurable functions u0 and v0 with values in [m,M ] and entropy
solutions u and v of (2) with initial data u0 and v0,
ˆ

Rd

|u− v|(x, t)ϕ(x, s) dx ≤
ˆ

Rd

|u0 − v0|(x)ϕ(x, t + s) dx ∀t, s ≥ 0.

(II) The function

ϕ#(x, t) := lim inf
r→0+
y→x

1

meas(Br(y))

ˆ

Br(y)

ϕ(z, t) dz

is a viscosity supersolution of (26a).

We have used the notation Br(y) := {z : |z − y| < r}.
Remark 45. The function ϕ# satisfies (I) if and only if ϕ does since it is an a.e.
representative in space of ϕ.

Our weight is therefore optimal in the class of weights

Wm,M,ϕ0 :=
{
0 ≤ ϕ ∈ BLSC(Rd × R

+) satisfying (I) and ϕ(t = 0) ≥ ϕ0

}
.

Corollary 46 (Optimality of the weight). Assume (H2), m < M , and 0 ≤ ϕ0 ∈
BLSC(Rd). Then the weight ϕ from Theorem 38 belongs to the class Wm,M,ϕ0 and
satisfies

(ϕ)#(x, t) = inf {ϕ#(x, t) : ϕ ∈ Wm,M,ϕ0} ∀(x, t) ∈ R
d × R

+.

Property (I) is stronger than (27) since it holds for any s ≥ 0. This may be
interpreted as a semigroup property. In that context the above result reflects some
form of duality. For each t ≥ 0, let

St : u0 ∈ L∞(Rd) 7→ u(·, t) ∈ L∞(Rd)
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where u is the entropy solution of (2), and let

Gt : ϕ0 ∈ Cb ∩ L∞
int(R

d) 7→ ϕ(·, t) ∈ Cb ∩ L∞
int(R

d)

where ϕ is the viscosity solution of (26). Note that Gt = Gm,Mt depends on the
parameters m and M through Equation (26a). We have the following result.

Corollary 47 (A form of duality). Assume (H2), m < M , and St, Gt defined as
above. Then Gt is the smallest strongly continuous semigroup on Cb ∩ L∞

int(R
d)

satisfying

(29)

ˆ

Rd

|Stu0 − Stv0|ϕ0 dx ≤
ˆ

Rd

|u0 − v0|Gtϕ0 dx,

for every u0 and v0 in L∞(Rd, [m,M ]), 0 ≤ ϕ0 ∈ Cb ∩ L∞
int(R

d), and t ≥ 0.

Remark 48. Here “smallest” means that any other semigroup Ht satisfying the
same properties is such that

Gtϕ0 ≤ Htϕ0 ∀t ≥ 0, ∀ϕ0 ≥ 0.

The proofs of Theorem 44 and Corollaries 46 and 47 are given in Section 4.8.

Remark 49. (a) Inequality (29) can be seen as a nonlinear dual inequality between
St and Gt, and Gt as a dual semigroup of St entirely determined by St through
(29).

(b) The question of duality in the other direction is open. Let us formulate it

precisely. Consider the whole family {Gm,Mt : m < M} defined just before
Corollary 47, and let S be the set of weakly-⋆ continuous semigroups Tt on
L∞(Rd) such that

ˆ

Rd

|Ttu0 − Ttv0|ϕ0 dx ≤
ˆ

Rd

|u0 − v0|Gm,M

t ϕ0 dx,

for every m < M , u0 and v0 in L∞(Rd, [m,M ]), 0 ≤ ϕ0 ∈ Cb ∩ L∞
int(R

d),
and t ≥ 0. Then the solution semigroup St of (2) belongs to S, but this set
contains infinitely many other semigroups. For instance, the solution semigroup
associated to

∂tu+ γu+ divF (u) = div (A(u)Du) ,

with γ ≥ 0, also belongs to S. The question of recovering St from the knowledge

of {Gm,Mt : m < M} then amounts to finding an easy criterion to select St
amongst all the semigroups of S. If for instance the PDE of (2) is linear, we
claim that St is the unique semigroup of S preserving constants. We omit the
detailed verification which does not contain any particular difficulty. In the
nonlinear case, we do not know if this result still holds.

4. Proofs

Let us now prove the previous results. We begin with Problem (1).

4.1. More on viscosity solutions of (1). We need further classical results that
can be found in [22, 30, 5, 4]. Let us begin with stability.

Proposition 50 (Stability by sup and inf). Assume (H1) and F 6= ∅ is a uni-
formly locally bounded family of viscosity subsolutions (resp. supersolutions) of
(1a). Then, the function

(x, t) 7→ sup{ϕ(x, t) : ϕ ∈ F}
is a viscosity subsolution of (1a) (resp. supersolution but with the “inf”).
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The second result concerns relaxed limits defined as follows:

lim sup*ϕε(x, t) := lim sup
(y,s)→(x,t)

ε→0+

ϕε(y, s) ∀(x, t) ∈ R
d × R

+,

and lim inf*ϕε := − lim sup* (−ϕε).
Proposition 51 (Stability with respect to relaxed limits). Assume (H1) and let
(ϕε)ε>0 be a family of uniformly locally bounded viscosity subsolutions (resp. su-
persolutions) of (1a). Then lim sup*ϕε (resp. lim inf*ϕε) is a subsolution of (1a)
(resp. supersolution).

Remark 52. The notion of solution is thus stable under local uniform convergence
(equivalent to lim sup*ϕε = lim inf*ϕε).

Here is the case of extremal solutions, see Appendix A.1 for the proof.

Proposition 53 (Stability of extremal solutions). Assume (H1) and (ϕn0 )n is a
nondecreasing (resp. nonincreasing) uniformly globally bounded sequence. If ϕ

n
(resp. ϕn) is the min (resp. max) solution of (1) with ϕn0 as initial data, then

sup
n
ϕ
n

(resp. infn ϕn)

is the minimal (resp. maximal) solution of (1) with initial data

ϕ0 := sup
n
(ϕn0 )∗ (resp. inf

n
(ϕn0 )

∗).

Let us continue with regularization procedures. Given ϕ = ϕ(x, t) and ε > 0, we
define the space supconvolution of ϕ as follows:

(30) ϕε(x, t) := sup
y∈Rd

{

ϕ∗(y, t)− |x− y|2
2ε2

}

.

For standard properties of supconvolution, see e.g. [22, 30, 5, 4].

Lemma 54. Assume (H1) and ϕ is a bounded subsolution of (1a). Then ϕε is a
subsolution of the same equation such that ϕε ∈ BUSC(Rd × R

+) and is globally
Lipschitz in x uniformly in t. Moreover ϕ∗(x, t) = limε↓0 ↓ ϕε(x, t) for any x ∈ R

d

and t ≥ 0.

For supersolutions, we can regularize by convolution because of the convexity of
the Hamiltonian, see [7, 8] (the ideas were introduced in [40]).

Lemma 55. Assume (H1), ϕ ∈ BLSC(Rd × R
+) is a supersolution of (1a), and

0 ≤ f ∈ L1(Rd × R
−). Then ϕ ∗x,t f is a supersolution of (1a).

Here and throughout we extend the functions by zero to all t ∈ R to give a
meaning to the convolutions in time. Below is another version that will be needed.
We use the notation M1 = (C0)

′ for spaces of bounded Borel measures.

Lemma 56. Assume (H1), ϕ ∈ Cb(R
d × R

+) is a supersolution of (1a), and
0 ≤ µ ∈ M1(Rd). Then ϕ ∗ µ ∈ Cb(R

d × R
+) is also a supersolution (with ∗ = ∗x

for short).

The latter lemma is not proven in [7, 8], but can be obtained via a standard
approximation procedure. Let us give it for completeness. Throughout this paper
ρν is a space approximate unit as ν → 0+ of the form

(31) ρν(x) :=
1

νd
ρ
(x

ν

)

,
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where 0 ≤ ρ ∈ C∞
c (Rd) and

´

ρ = 1. Moreover θδ is a time approximate unit of the
form

(32) θδ(t) :=
1

δ
θ

(
t

δ

)

,

where 0 ≤ θ ∈ C∞
c ((−∞, 0)) and

´

θ = 1. Below δ = ν but these parameters may
be taken differently later.

Proof of Lemma 56. By Lemma 55, ϕν := ϕ ∗x µ ∗x ρν ∗t θν is a supersolution of
(1a). It remains to pass to the limit as ν → 0+. We will show that the convergence
is local uniform towards ϕ∗x µ, which will be sufficient by stability of the equation.
With the assumed regularity on ϕ,

lim
ν→0+

ϕ ∗x ρν ∗t θν = ϕ locally uniformly,

and ‖ϕ ∗x ρν ∗t θν‖∞ ≤ ‖ϕ‖∞. Moreover, for any x ∈ R
d, t ≥ 0 and R ≥ 0,

|ϕν − ϕ ∗x µ|(x, t) ≤ |ϕ ∗x ρν ∗t θν − ϕ| ∗x µ(x, t)

≤
(

sup
|y|≤R

|ϕ ∗x ρν ∗t θν − ϕ|(x− y, t)

)
ˆ

|y|≤R
dµ(y)

+ 2‖ϕ‖∞
ˆ

|y|>R
dµ(y).

This is enough to conclude since limR→∞
´

|y|>R dµ(y) = 0. �

4.2. L1 instability: Proofs of Propositions 24, 25 and 26.

Proof of Proposition 24. Let us first consider the case d = 1 (i.e. x ∈ R). The
eikonal equation (16) reduces to

(33) ∂tϕ = |∂xϕ|.
Let ϕ0 be a continuous approximation of −1(−1,1), e.g. ϕ0(x) := −g(|x|) where

g(r) :=







1 if 0 ≤ r ≤ 1,

2− r if 1 < r ≤ 2,

0 if r > 2,

and take ϕn0 := ϕ0 + 1[−1/n,1/n] ≤ 0 which is discontinuous. With this choice,

ϕn0 → ϕ0 in L1(R) as n → ∞. Let now ϕ and ϕ
n

be the exact and minimal

viscosity solutions of (33) with ϕ0 and ϕn0 as initial data. By Proposition 8,

ϕ(x, t) = sup
x+[−t,t]

ϕ0 = −g(|x|+ t) and

ϕ
n
(x, t) = sup

x+[−t,t]
(ϕn0 )∗ = −g(|x|+ t) + 1(−t−1/n,t+1/n)(x)

for t ≤ (1− 1/n)/2. Thus for 0 < t ≤ 1/4 and n ≥ 2,
ˆ

(
ϕ
n
− ϕ

)
(x, t) dx =

ˆ t+1/n

−t−1/n

dx ≥ 2t.

Next we take continuous (ϕ̃n0 )n such that

ϕ̃n0 ≥ ϕn0 and lim
n→∞

‖ϕ̃n0 − ϕn0‖L1 = 0.

Clearly, we have ϕ̃n0 → ϕ0 in L1(R) as n → ∞, and the corresponding solutions of
(33) satisfy ϕ̃n ≥ ϕ

n
by Proposition 7(ii). Hence, for any 0 < t < 1/4 and n ≥ 2,

ˆ

(ϕ̃n − ϕ)(x, t) dx ≥
ˆ

(ϕ
n
− ϕ)(x, t) dx ≥ 2t.
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Since ϕ̃n ≥ ϕ as well, lim infn→∞ ‖ϕ̃n(·, t)− ϕ(·, t)‖L1 > 0 and the proof for d = 1
is complete. In d dimensions, we replace 1(−1,1) by 1(−1,1)d . The argument is the
same and we leave the details to the reader. �

To prove Propositions 25 and 26, we need the lemma below.

Lemma 57. For any (x, t) ∈ R× R
+, let

ψ(x, t) :=

{

U
(
|x|/

√
t
)

if t > 0,

1{0}(x) if t = 0,

where

U(r) := c0

ˆ ∞

r

e−
s2

4 ds with c0 :=

(
ˆ ∞

0

e−
s2

4 ds

)−1

.

Then ψ ∈ BUSC(Rd × R
+) and is a subsolution of (17).

Proof of Proposition 25. In addition to the above lemma, we also need Theorem 28.
Theorem 28 says that E = Cb ∩ L∞

int(R
d) satisfies (20)–(21). Hence, the semigroup

Gt associated to (17) is such that

Gt : Cb ∩ L∞
int(R) → Cb ∩ L∞

int(R) ⊂ L1(R) ∀t ≥ 0.

This immediately implies the if-part of Proposition 25. Let us continue with the
only-if-part. It is based on the following pointwise lower bound:

(34) ϕ(x, t) ≥ U
(

1/
√
t
)

sup
x+[−1,1]

ϕ0 ∀x ∈ R, ∀t > 0,

where U is the profile from the previous lemma, 0 ≤ ϕ0 ∈ Cb(R
d) and ϕ is the

solution of (17) with ϕ0 as initial data. Let us prove (34). Fix x and t. The sup on
the right-hand side is attained at some x0 ∈ x+ [−1, 1]. By the previous lemma,

(y, s) 7→ ϕ0(x0)U
(
|y − x0|/

√
s
)

is a BUSC subsolution of (17). At s = 0, it equals the function

y 7→ ϕ0(x0)1{x0}(y)

which is less or equal to ϕ0 = ϕ0(y). By the comparison principle (Theorem 3),

ϕ(y, s) ≥ ϕ0(x0)U
(
|y − x0|/

√
s
)

∀y ∈ R, ∀s > 0.

Taking (y, s) = (x, t), we then get that

ϕ(x, t) ≥ ϕ0(x0)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

=supx+[−1,1] ϕ0

U
(

|x− x0|/
√
t
)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

≥U(1/
√
t)

.

This completes the proof of (34). From that bound the only-if-part of Proposition
25 is obvious since U(1/

√
t) is positive for t > 0. �

Proof of Proposition 26. Let x0 ∈ R and c > 0 be such that

ρ ≥ c1{x0},

where ρ is defined in (18), and define

ψn(x, t) := ncψ
(
nx− x0, n

2t
)
,

where ψ is given by Lemma 57. It is easy to see that ψn remains a subsolution of
(17). Moreover, it is BUSC with

ϕn(x, 0) ≥ ψn(x, 0) ∀x ∈ R,

by (18). Hence ϕn ≥ ψn by the comparison principle and it suffices to show that

lim
n→∞

ψn(x, t) = ∞ ∀x ∈ R, ∀t > 0.
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But this is quite easy because

ψn(x, t) = ncU
(∣
∣
∣x− x0

n

∣
∣
∣ /

√
t
)

,

for any x ∈ R and t > 0, and both the constant c and the profile U(·) are positive.
The proof of Proposition 26 is complete. �

Let us now prove Lemma 57.

Proof of Lemma 57. Let us first prove that ψ, defined as in the lemma, is a subso-
lution of (17). In the domain {x 6= 0, t > 0}, we have

∂tψ = ∂2xxψ = (∂2xxψ)
+

in the classical sense, by direct computations based on the explicit formula for U(·).
If now x = 0, we have

∂tψ(0, ·) = 0 ≤ (∂2xxψ(0, ·))+

since ψ(0, ·) is constant in time.
Let us now show that ψ is BUSC. It is clearly continuous for positive t and it

only remains to prove that

1x=0 ≥ lim sup
R×R+∋(y,t)→(x,0)

U
(

|y|/
√
t
)

,

for any x ∈ R. If x = 0, the result follows since U(r) ≤ U(0) = 1, for any r ≥ 0, by
the choice of c0 in the statement of the lemma. If x 6= 0, then we use that

|y|/
√
t→ ∞ as (y, t) → (x, 0+)

together with the fact that limr→∞ U(r) = 0. The proof of Lemma 57 is now
complete. �

4.3. L∞
int

stability: Proof of Theorem 31. The proof of Theorem 30 is much
easier and done later in Section 4.4. For Theorem 31, we precisely quantify the
influence of the equation’s nonlinearities on the estimates.

4.3.1. Preliminary technical results. Let us give several lemmas that will be needed.
They consist in constructing special supersolutions of (1a) or variants. The first
one involves the successive resolution of the pure convective and diffusive PDEs.

Lemma 58. Assume (H1) and ϕ is a bounded subsolution of (1a). Then, for any
x ∈ R

d and t0 ≥ 0,

ϕ∗(x, t0) ≤ φ(x, t0),

where φ is the maximal solution of

(35) ∂tφ = sup
ξ∈E

tr
(
a(ξ)D2φ

)
, φ0(x) := sup

x+t0C
ϕ∗(·, 0)

(with C = co{Im(b)}).
The proof uses another version of Proposition 9 which holds without assumption

(13). It involves the new control set

(36) U := {progressively measurable U-valued processes (qt,σt)},
where U := {(q, σ) ∈ Rd × Sd : (q, σ2) ∈ co{Im(b, a)}}. Here is this version:

Proposition 59. Assume (H1) and ϕ0 ∈ Cb(R
d). Then the viscosity solution of

(1) satisfies

ϕ(x, t) = sup
(q·,σ·)∈U

E {ϕ0(X
x
t )} ∀(x, t) ∈ R

d × R
+,
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where the Ito process Xx
s satisfies the Ito SDE

{

dXx
s = qs ds+

√
2σs dBs, s > 0,

Xx
s=0 = x.

Proof. By Lemma 88 in Appendix A.4, we can rewrite (1a) as follows:

∂tϕ = sup
(q,σ)∈U

{
q ·Dϕ+ tr

(
σ2D2ϕ

)}
,

where U is defined below (36). Since U is compact and (q, σ) ∈ U 7→ q ∈ R
d and

(q, σ) ∈ U 7→ σ ∈ Sd are continuous, we can apply results from stochastic control
theory [30], see also Proposition 9. �

Proof of Lemma 58. Take the supconvolution in space, ϕε for ε > 0, see (30). By
Lemma 54, it is a subsolution of (1a), Lipschitz continuous in x, and BUSC in (x, t).
Let us first derive an inequality for ϕε. By the representation formula Proposition
59 and the comparison principle, we have

ϕε(x, t0) ≤ sup
(q·,σ·)∈U

E
{
ϕε(Xx

t0 , 0)
}

where Xx
t0 = x+

´ t0
0

qt dt+
√
2
´ t0
0

σt dBt; indeed, the right-hand side is the unique
solution with initial data ϕε(·, 0). By the definition of U , see (36), we infer that

ˆ t0

0

qt(ω) dt ∈ t0C ∀(qt,σt) ∈ U , ∀ω ∈ Ω,

where Ω is the sample space of (12). Hence, for such given controls,

ϕε(Xx
t0 , 0) ≤ sup

Y x
t0

+t0C
ϕε(·, 0)

where Y x
t0 := x+

√
2
´ t0
0

σt dBt. Let φ
ε
0 be the supconvolution of φ0, then

ϕε(Xx
t0 , 0) ≤ sup

y∈Y x
t0

+t0C
sup
z∈Rd

{

ϕ∗(y + z, 0)− |z|2
2ε2

}

= sup
z∈Rd

[{

sup
y∈Y x

t0
+t0C

ϕ∗(y + z, 0)

}

− |z|2
2ε2

]

= sup
z∈Rd

{

φ0(Y
x
t0 + z)− |z|2

2ε2

}

= φε0(Y
x
t0).

Taking expectation and sup over the controls, we get

(37) ϕε(x, t0) ≤ sup
σ·∈

√
D

E
{
φε0(Y

x
t0)
}

for Y x
t0 = x+

√
2
´ t0
0

σt dBt,

√
D :=

{

progressively measurable σt with values in
√
D
}

and √
D := {σ ∈ Sd : σ2 ∈ co {Im(a)}}.

Here we have used that if (qt,σt) ∈ U then necessarily σt ∈
√

D . But using again
the representation of Proposition 59, the right-hand side of (37) is the solution φε
of (35) with initial data φε0. Hence,

ϕε(x, t0) ≤ φε(x, t0) ∀x ∈ R
d,
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and we deduce the result as ε ↓ 0. Indeed, since φε0 ↓ φ0 (pointwise) by standard
properties, φε ↓ φ by the stability result for extremal solutions in Proposition 53.
The proof is complete (since ϕε ↓ ϕ∗ too). �

The next lemma involves the convolution semigroup of the equation

(38) ∂tϕ = tr
(
a0D

2ϕ
)
,

with a fixed a0. Let us recall its definition, see [15] and the references therein.

Proposition 60 (Convolution semigroups). For any 0 ≤ a0 ∈ Sd, there exists a
family of measures µt ∈M1(Rd), parametrized by t ≥ 0, such that

(i) µt=0 is the Dirac delta at x = 0,

(ii) µt+s = µt ∗ µs for any t, s ≥ 0,

(iii) t ≥ 0 7→ µt is weakly-⋆ continuous, i.e.

lim
t→t0

ˆ

ϕ0 dµt =

ˆ

ϕ0 dµt0 ∀t0 ∈ R
+, ∀ϕ0 ∈ C0(R

d),

(iv) µt ≥ 0 and µt(R
d) ≤ 1 for any t ≥ 0, and

(v) for any ϕ0 ∈ C∞
b (Rd),

ϕ(x, t) := µt ∗ ϕ0(x) ∈ C∞
b (Rd × R

+)

solves (38) and satisfies ϕ(·, t = 0) = ϕ0(·).

Lemma 61. Assume b̃ = b̃(ξ) and ã = ã(ξ) satisfy (H1), and that a0 ∈ Sd is
a nonnegative matrix with convolution semigroup µt. Then for any bounded and
nonnegative subsolution φ of the equation

(39) ∂tφ = sup
ξ∈E

{

b̃(ξ) ·Dφ+ tr
(
ã(ξ)D2φ

)}

+ tr
(
a0D

2φ
)

and any time t ≥ 0,

(40) φ∗(·, t) ≤ µt ∗ ϕ(·, t),
where ϕ is the maximal solution of

(41) ∂tϕ = sup
ξ∈E

{

b̃(ξ) ·Dϕ+ tr
(
ã(ξ)D2ϕ

)}

, ϕ(·, 0) = φ∗(·, 0).

For the proof, we need a classical result for viscosity solutions (see e.g. [22]).
Let BUC be the spaces of bounded uniformly continuous functions.

Lemma 62. Assume (H1) and ϕ0 ∈ BUC(Rd). Then the viscosity solution ϕ of
(1) satisfies ϕ ∈ BUC(Rd × R

+).

Let us prove the previous lemma.

Proof of Lemma 61. Take the space approximate unit (31) and consider

(x, t) 7→ µt ∗ ρν(x).
By Proposition 60, it is nonnegative, C∞

b in space-time, and solves:

∂t(µt ∗ ρν) = tr
(
a0D

2(µt ∗ ρν)
)
, µt=0 ∗ ρν = ρν .

Then take the supconvolution φε in space of φ, as in (30). By Lemma 54, it is
a BUSC subsolution of the same equation as φ, that is (39). It is also Lipschitz
continuous in space, and hence by Lemma 62 there exists a unique solution ϕε ∈
BUC(Rd × R

+) of the PDE part of (41) with initial data

ϕε(·, 0) = φε(·, 0).
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By the comparison principle, and since φ ≥ 0, we know that ϕε is nonnegative.
Now let θν be the time approximate unit (32) with δ = ν, and define

ϕε,ν := ϕε ∗x,t (ρνθν).
This function is nonnegative, C∞

b in space-time, and by Lemma 55 a supersolution
of the PDE part of (41). Now, we claim that:

(42) The function φε,ν(x, t) := µt ∗ ρν ∗ ϕε,ν(·, t)(x) is a supersolution of (39).

This follows from the computations

∂tφε,ν = µt ∗ ρν ∗ ∂tϕε,ν + ϕε,ν ∗ ∂t(µt ∗ ρν)

≥ µt ∗ ρν ∗ sup
E

{

b̃ ·Dϕε,ν + tr
(
ãD2ϕε,ν

)}

+ ϕε,ν ∗ tr
(
a0D

2(µt ∗ ρν)
)
,

by the equations satisfied by ϕε,ν and µt ∗ ρν . It follows that

∂tφε,ν ≥ sup
E

{

b̃ · (µt ∗ ρν ∗Dϕε,ν) + tr
(
ã
(
µt ∗ ρν ∗D2ϕε,ν

))}

+ tr
(
a0
(
ϕε,ν ∗D2(µt ∗ ρν)

))

= sup
E

{

b̃ ·Dφε,ν + tr
(
ãD2φε,ν

)}

+ tr
(
a0D

2φε,ν
)
,

which completes the proof of (42).
It remains to pass to the limits to obtain (40). Since ϕε ∈ BUC(Rd × R

+), it
is standard that ϕε,ν = ϕε ∗x,t (ρνθν) converges uniformly towards ϕε as ν → 0+.
Then φε,ν(x, t) also converges uniformly towards µt ∗ϕε(·, t)(x) as ν → 0+. Indeed,

‖φε,ν − µt ∗ ϕε‖∞ = ‖µt ∗ ρν ∗ ϕε,ν − µt ∗ ϕε‖∞
= ‖µt ∗ (ρν ∗ ϕε,ν − ϕε)‖∞
≤ ‖ρν ∗ ϕε,ν − ϕε‖∞ ,

where the infinity norm is in space-time and we used that µt(R
d) ≤ 1, see Propo-

sition 60. By stability, see e.g. Proposition 51, we infer that µt ∗ ϕε is a BUC
viscosity supersolution of (39) since φε,ν was by (42). Moreover, at the initial time,

µt=0 ∗ ϕε(·, 0) = ϕε(·, 0) = φε(·, 0) ≥ φ∗(·, 0).
Comparing the sub and supersolutions φ and µt ∗ ϕε of (39) implies that

(43) φ∗(·, t) ≤ µt ∗ ϕε(·, t) ∀t ≥ 0.

We now conclude by the stability of extremal solutions, see Proposition 53. Indeed,
recall that ϕε(·, 0) = φε(·, 0) ↓ φ∗(·, 0) as ε ↓ 0, so that the corresponding solutions
of (41) satisfy ϕε ↓ ϕ. We then get (40) by passing to the limit in (43) using
the dominated convergence theorem. Let us justify this. Since the measure µt is
bounded, it suffices to derive an upper bound on ϕε uniform in ε. To do so, use
the maximum principle ϕε ≤ supϕε(·, 0) and recall that ϕε(·, 0) = φε(·, 0) to find
that ϕε ≤ supφ. The proof is complete. �

4.3.2. Proof of Theorem 31. We are now ready to focus on the proof of Theorem
31, that is to say of Estimate (23). First we will roughly speaking reduce the proof
to considering the pure diffusive equation

(44) ∂tφ = sup
ξ∈E

tr
(
a(ξ)D2φ

)
.

Define ca(t) to be the smallest c ∈ [1,∞] such that for any bounded and nonnegative
subsolution φ of (44),

(45)

ˆ

sup
Q1(x)

φ∗(·, t) dx ≤ c

ˆ

sup
Q1(x)

φ∗(·, 0) dx.
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Henceforth it is agreed that (45) holds whenever the left-hand side is zero or the
right-hand side is not finite. Note then that c = ∞ satisfies (45) because φ∗ ≡ 0
whenever φ∗(·, 0) ≡ 0, by the comparison principle. Actually, we shall see that
ca(t) is always finite; but, let us first explain how to reduce the proof of (23) to the
qualitative analysis of this constant.

Lemma 63. Assume (H1), and ϕ and ψ are bounded sub and supersolutions of
(1a). Then for all t ≥ 0,

(46)

ˆ

sup
Q1(x)

(ϕ∗ − ψ∗)
+(·, t) dx ≤ ca(t)

ˆ

sup
Q1(x)+tC

(ϕ∗ − ψ∗)
+(·, 0) dx.

The proof uses the elementary result:

Lemma 64. Assume (H1), and ϕ and ψ are bounded sub and supersolutions of
(1a). Then ϕ∗ − ψ∗ is a subsolution.

Skecth of the proof. Let

Hξ(ϕ) := b(ξ) ·Dϕ+ tr
(
a(ξ)D2ϕ

)

and note that then

∂t(ϕ− ψ) ≤ sup
ξ∈E

Hξ(ϕ) − sup
ξ∈E

Hξ(ψ) ≤ sup
ξ∈E

(Hξ(ϕ)−Hξ(ψ)) ,

which gives us the result. �

Rigourously, we need to argue with a test function. This can be done with the
help of the Ishii lemma and semijets, see [22, Theorem 8.3]. Such a justification is
standard and left to the reader.

Proof of Lemma 63. Lemma 64 implies that ϕ∗−ψ∗ is a subsolution of (1a); hence,
Lemma 58 implies that

(ϕ∗ − ψ∗)(x, t0) ≤ φ(x, t0),

for any x ∈ R
d and t0 ≥ 0, where φ is the maximal solution of (44) with initial

data φ0(x) = supx+t0C(ϕ
∗ − ψ∗)(·, 0). Taking the sup in x over cubes, we get

sup
Q1(x)

(ϕ∗ − ψ∗)
+(·, t0) ≤ sup

Q1(x)

(φ)+(·, t0).

Note that (φ)+ is still a subsolution of (44), by the stability by supremum of
viscosity subsolutions, see Proposition 50. In particular,

ˆ

sup
Q1(x)

(φ)+(·, t0) dx ≤ ca(t0)

ˆ

sup
Q1(x)

(φ0)
+ dx

by the definition of ca(t0). We then readily get the desired result from the previous
inequalities and using the definition of φ0. �

We now estimate ca(t) in terms of |H |diff from Definition 18. We will need the
lemmas below.

Lemma 65. Let a = a(ξ) satisfy (H1), a0 ∈ Sd, 0 ≤ a0 ≤ Im(a), and φ be a
bounded and nonnegative subsolution of (44). Then for any t ≥ 0,

(47)

ˆ

sup
Q1(x)

φ∗(·, t) dx ≤
ˆ

sup
Q1(x)

ϕ(·, t) dx,

where ϕ is the maximal solution of

∂tϕ = sup
ξ∈E

tr
(
(a(ξ) − a0)D

2ϕ
)
, ϕ(·, 0) = φ∗(·, 0).
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Proof. We can rewrite (44) as follows:

∂tφ = sup
E

{
tr
(
(a− a0)D

2φ
)}

+ tr
(
a0D

2φ
)
.

We recognize Equation (39) with b̃ ≡ 0 and ã(ξ) = a(ξ)− a0. Applying Lemma 61,
we obtain that

φ∗(·, t) ≤ µt ∗ ϕ(·, t),
for any t ≥ 0 and some nonnegative measure µt with mass µt(R

d) ≤ 1. The
desired inequality (47) then readily follows by a simple Young type inequality for
convolutions. �

Corollary 66. Assume a = a(ξ) satisfies (H1) and ca(t) is defined in (45). Then
for any nonnegative a0 ∈ Sd such that a0 ≤ Im(a) and any t ≥ 0,

ca(t) ≤ ca−a0(t).

Proof. This is immediate from Lemma 65. �

Here is the estimate of ca(t) which involves the modulus below.

Lemma 67. For any r ≥ 0, let ωd(r) be the smallest ω ∈ [0,∞] satisfying

(48)

ˆ

sup
Q1(x)

ϕ∗(·, r) dx ≤ (1 + ω)

ˆ

sup
Q1(x)

ϕ∗(·, 0) dx,

for any nonnegative and bounded subsolution of

(49) ∂tϕ = sup
λ∈Sp(D2ϕ)

λ+.

Then, for any a = a(ξ) satisfying (H1) and t ≥ 0,

(50) ca(t) ≤ 1 + ωd (t|H |diff) .
The proof is based on the Ky Fan type inequality (see e.g. [46]),

(51) tr (XY ) ≤
d∑

i=1

λi(X)λi(Y ) ∀X,Y ∈ Sd,

where λ1 ≤ · · · ≤ λd denote the ordered eigenvalues.

Proof of Lemma 67. Let φ be a nonnegative bounded subsolution of (44). By (51),

∂tφ ≤ ‖ tr(a)‖∞ sup
λ∈Sp(D2φ)

λ+

in the viscosity sense. We recognize Equation (49) up to a rescaling. Indeed, set

ϕ(x, t) := φ

(

x,
t

‖ tr(a)‖∞

)

and observe that ϕ is a subsolution of (49). By the definition of ωd(·) in (48), we
deduce that

ˆ

sup
Q1(x)

φ∗(·, t) dx =

ˆ

sup
Q1(x)

ϕ∗ (·, t‖ tr(a)‖∞) dx

≤ (1 + ωd (t‖ tr(a)‖∞))

ˆ

sup
Q1(x)

ϕ∗(·, 0) dx

= (1 + ωd (t‖ tr(a)‖∞))

ˆ

sup
Q1(x)

φ∗(·, 0) dx.

Recalling that φ is an arbitrary nonnegative and bounded subsolution of (44), it
follows that

ca(t) ≤ 1 + ωd (t‖ tr(a)‖∞)
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(this constant being the smallest one satisfying (45)). Taking now a0 ∈ S
+
d such

that a0 ≤ Im(a) and repeating the above arguments, we also have

ca−a0(t) ≤ 1 + ωd (t‖ tr(a− a0)‖∞) .

Using in addition Corollary 66 and taking the infimum in a0, we infer that

ca(t) ≤ 1 + ωd

(

t inf
a0 such as above

‖ tr(a− a0)‖∞
)

,

by the monotonicity of ωd(·). This function is nondecreasing because the right-
hand side of (49) is nonnegative such that the solutions of (49) are nondecreasing
in time. We recognize the above inf as the quantity |H |diff from Definition 18 and
this gives us the desired inequality (50).

Note finally that we have assumed ‖ tr(a − a0)‖∞ to be positive when dividing
by it. If this is not the case then, a ≡ a0 for some a0 and Equation (44) becomes
linear. Its solutions are then given by Proposition 60, and it is readily seen that
ca(t) = 1. This completes the proof. �

In order to establish Theorem 31, it remains to show that ωd(·) is a modulus of
continuity. Here is a technical lemma. It involves again the profile

U(r) = c0

ˆ ∞

r

e−
s2

4 ds with c0 =

(
ˆ ∞

0

e−
s2

4 ds

)−1

.

Lemma 68. For any (x, t) ∈ R
d × R

+, define

Φ(x, t) :=

{

U
(

(|x| − 1)
+
/
√
t
)

if t > 0,

1|x|<1 if t = 0.

Then Φ is a supersolution of (49) which is BLSC on R
d × R

+.

Proof. The lower semicontinuity up to t = 0 is immediate. Arguing as in Lemma
57, we observe that (49) is satisfied for |x| < 1, since Φ is constant in that region.
It is satisfied if |x| = 1, because the subjets are empty. Now if |x| > 1,

Φ(x, t) = U
(

(|x| − 1) /
√
t
)

,

so that

∂tΦ = −|x| − 1

2t
3
2

U ′ and ∂2xixj
Φ =

(
δij
|x| −

xixj
|x|3

)
U ′
√
t
+
xixj
|x|2

U ′′

t
.

Since U ′ ≤ 0 and U ′′ ≥ 0, we have
∑d

i,j=1 ∂
2
xixj

Φhihj ≤ U ′′

t for any h = (hi) with

|h| = 1 and we have equality if h = x/|x|. Hence

(52) sup
λ∈Sp(D2Φ)

λ+ =
U ′′

t

and ∂tΦ − supλ∈Sp(D2Φ) λ
+ = −(rU ′(r)/2 + U ′′(r))/t with r := (|x| − 1)/

√
t. But

the right-hand side is zero because of the definition of U . �

Here are some properties on Φ.

Lemma 69. Let Φ be defined in Lemma 68. Then Φ is nonnegative, nondecreasing
with respect to t, and integrable with respect to x.
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Proof. The nonnegativity and monotonicity are clear from the definition of Φ.
Moreover, using polar coordinates, we see that

ˆ

Rd

Φ(x, t) dx = U(0)

ˆ

|x|≤1

dx+

ˆ

|x|>1

U
(

(|x| − 1)/
√
t
)

dx

≤ cd

(

1 +
√
t

ˆ ∞

0

U(s) ds+
√
t
d
ˆ ∞

0

sd−1U(s) ds

)

<∞.

(53)

The proof is complete. For later use, note that the above constant cd only depends
on the dimension d. �

We are now in position to prove the result below.

Lemma 70. Let ωd(·) be defined as in Lemma 67. Then ωd(·) is a modulus of
continuity in the sense that it is everywhere finite and has limit zero at zero.

Proof. We would like to derive an upper bound on ωd(r) for any r ≥ 0. Take an
arbitrary bounded and nonnegative subsolution ϕ of (49) and let us try to get an
estimate of the form (48) with a finite ω independent of ϕ. We have to be precise
enough to conclude in the end that ωd(r) → 0 as r → 0+. If

´

supQ1(x)
ϕ∗(·, 0) dx =

∞, then (48) holds for any ω ≥ 0. The interesting case is therefore when

(54)

ˆ

sup
Q1(x)

ϕ∗(·, 0) dx <∞,

which we assume from now on. The idea to get (48) is to construct an integrable
supersolution of (49), see also [27]. To do so, we need mollifiers ρν in space, as in
(31), and it will be important to choose them with supports

(55) supp(ρν) ⊂ Bν(0).

For any ν > 0, let Ψν be the solution of (49) with initial data

Ψν(·, 0) = ρν(·).
Next, for any δ > 0, we introduce

ψν,δ := Ψν ∗x,t
(

θδ sup
Qν(·)

ϕ∗(·, 0)
)

with the time approximate unit θδ from (32). This notation means that

ψν,δ(x, t) :=

¨

Rd×R−

Ψν(x− y, t− s)θδ(s) sup
Qν(y)

ϕ∗(·, 0) dy ds.

Note that ψν,δ ∈ BUC(Rd × R
+) since Ψν ∈ BUC(Rd × R

+) and

(x, t) 7→ θδ(t) sup
Qν(x)

ϕ∗(·, 0) ∈ L1(Rd × R
−),

by Lemma 62 and (54). It is also standard that

lim
δ→0+

ψν,δ = ψν := Ψν ∗ sup
Qν(·)

ϕ∗(·, 0) uniformly on R
d × R

+

(with ∗ = ∗x). The latter limit will be the supersolution of (49) that we will use to
derive an L∞

int a priori estimate of the form (48).
Let us first compare ϕ with ψν . Note that ψν is indeed a supersolution of (49)

because so were all the ψν,δ by Lemma 55. It is also BUC up to t = 0 as a uniform
limit of BUC functions. Since, by (55),

ψν(x, 0) =

ˆ

ρν(y) sup
Qν(x−y)

ϕ∗(·, 0) dy ≥ ϕ∗(x, 0) ∀x ∈ R
d,
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the comparison principle implies that

ϕ∗ ≤ ψν .

It follows that for any r ≥ 0 and x ∈ R
d,

sup
Q1(x)

ϕ∗(·, r) ≤ sup
z∈[−1,1]d

ˆ

Ψν(y, r) sup
Qν(x+z−y)

ϕ∗(·, 0) dy

≤
ˆ

Ψν(y, r) sup
Q1+ν(x−y)

ϕ∗(·, 0) dy,

so that
ˆ

sup
Q1(x)

ϕ∗(·, r) dx ≤
ˆ

Rd

Ψν(y, r) dy

ˆ

sup
Q1+ν(x)

ϕ∗(·, 0) dx.

Applying Lemma 91 of the appendix, we get that
ˆ

sup
Q1(x)

ϕ∗(·, r) dx ≤ (1 + ω)

ˆ

sup
Q1(x)

ϕ∗(·, 0) dx,

where

ω := (1 + ν)d
ˆ

Rd

Ψν(y, r) dy − 1.

This ω is nonnegative since Ψν is nondecreasing in time as a solution of (49). It is
also independent of ϕ so we can conclude that

(56) ωd(r) ≤ inf
ν>0

(1 + ν)
d
ˆ

Rd

Ψν(y, r) dy − 1 ∀r ≥ 0,

by the definition of ωd(r) given in Lemma 67. From this inequality, it is sufficient to
prove that Ψν ∈ C(R+;L1(Rd)) for any ν > 0, to conclude that ωd(·) is a modulus
of continuity. Indeed, ωd(·) will then be everywhere finite and have limit zero at
zero since

´

Ψν(y, 0) dy =
´

ρν = 1 and ν can be taken arbitrary small.

Let us check that Ψν ∈ C(R+;L1(Rd)) to finish the proof. We need the super-
solution Φ from Lemma 68. Let

(57) Φν(x, t) :=
c

νd
Φ

(
x

ν
,
t

ν2

)

,

for some constant c > 0 and note that this is a supersolution of (49) since so was
Φ. Take c so large that c1|·|<1 ≥ ρ(·) which implies that

Φν(x, 0) =
c

νd
1|x|<ν ≥ 1

νd
ρ
(x

ν

)

= Ψν(x, 0),

for any x ∈ R
d. It follows that Ψν ≤ Φν by the comparison principle. The

continuity of Ψν in time with values in L1(Rd) is then an immediate consequence
of the properties of Φ stated in Lemma 69. Indeed, fixing for instance T > 0, we
have

(58) Ψν(x, t) ≤ Φν(x, T ) ∀x ∈ R
d, ∀t ∈ [0, T ],

since Φ is nondecreasing in time. The fixed integrable function Φν(·, T ) can then
serve as a dominating function and continuity follows by the dominated convergence
theorem. The proof is complete. �

End of the proof of Theorem 31. Estimates (46) and (50) imply the desired inequal-
ity (23), with an ωd(·) being indeed a modulus of continuity by Lemma 70. �
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4.4. L∞
int

stability: Proof of Theorem 30.

Proof of Theorem 30. Let Lb := ‖b‖∞ and La := ‖ tr(a)‖∞ and assume La > 0.
By the Ky Fan inequality (51), the Hamiltonian (4) of Equation (1a) satisfies

H(p,X) ≤ Lb|p|+ La sup
λ∈Sp(X)

λ+,

and hence, any subsolution of (1a) is a subsolution of the equation

(59) ∂tϕ = Lb|Dϕ|+ La sup
λ∈Sp(D2ϕ)

λ+.

By Lemma 64, if ϕ and ψ are bounded sub and supersolutions of (1a), then ϕ∗−ψ∗
is a subsolution of the same equation. In particular, ϕ∗ − ψ∗ is a subsolution of
(59). To prove Estimate (22), we will construct an integrable supersolution of (59).

Consider again

U : r ≥ 0 7→ c0

ˆ ∞

r

e−
s2

4 ds

where c0 > 0 is such that U(0) = 1, and

(60) Ψ(x, t) := U
(

(|x| − 1− Lbt)
+ /
√

Lat
)

with Ψ(x, t = 0) := 1|x|<1.

Arguing as in the proof of Lemma 68, we see that Ψ is a supersolution of (59).
Define now

ψ := Ψ ∗x sup
Q1(·)

φ0,

where φ0(x) := (ϕ∗ − ψ∗)
+
(x, t = 0). We will use Lemma 56 to show that ψ is

a supersolution of (59). To do this, Ψ should be bounded and continuous, and
supQ1(·) φ0 integrable. The latter condition can be assumed since (22) trivially

holds if not. Since Ψ is bounded continuous only for t > 0, we apply Lemma 55 for
t > ε > 0. Since ε is arbitrary, we conclude that ψ is a supersolution of (59). Since
Ψ ∈ C(R+, L1) and supQ1(·) φ0 ∈ L∞(Rd), this supersolution is continuous up to

t = 0 and satisfies

ψ(x, 0) =

ˆ

1|y|<1 sup
Q1(x−y)

φ0
︸︷︷︸

=(ϕ∗−ψ∗)(t=0)

dy ≥ (ϕ∗ − ψ∗) (x, 0).

Since ϕ∗ − ψ∗ is a subsolution of (59), (ϕ∗ − ψ∗)+ ≤ ψ everywhere (where we can
take the positive part because ψ ≥ 0). Hence

ˆ

sup
Q1(x)×[0,T ]

(ϕ∗ − ψ∗)
+ dx ≤

ˆ

sup
Q1(x)×[0,T ]

ψ dx

≤
ˆ

sup
t∈[0,T ]

Ψ(y, t) dy

ˆ

sup
Q2(x)

φ0 dx,

by the Fubini theorem, etc. The first integral satisfies
ˆ

sup
t∈[0,T ]

Ψ(y, t) dy ≤
ˆ

U
(

(|y| − 1− LbT )
+ /
√

LaT
)

dy <∞,

by (60) and since U is nondecreasing and integrable. For the second integral,
Lemma 16 implies that

ˆ

sup
Q2(x)

φ0 dx ≤ C

ˆ

sup
Q1(x)

(ϕ∗ − ψ∗)
+
(·, 0) dx,

for a constant C which only depends on d. Combining the three inequalities above
completes the proof of (22) when La = ‖ tr(a)‖∞ > 0. If La = 0, there is no
diffusive part in (1a), and (22) follows from Proposition 8 and Lemma 16. �
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4.5. Consequences: Proofs of Theorem 28 and Corollary 33.

Lemma 71. Assume (H1) and ϕ and ψ are continuous viscosity solutions of (1a).
Then |ϕ− ψ| is a subsolution of the same PDE.

Proof. By Lemma 64, both ϕ−ψ and ψ−ϕ are subsolutions. Thus, by the stability
by sup, (ϕ − ψ)+ = max{0, ϕ − ψ} and (ψ − ϕ)+ are subsolutions and then also
|ϕ− ψ| = max{(ϕ− ψ)+, (ψ − ϕ)+}. �

In the sequel, Gt is the semigroup on Cb(R
d) of (1) defined in (19).

Proof of Theorem 28. Let us first prove that E = Cb ∩L∞
int(R

d) satisfies (20)–(21).
Property (20) follows from Theorem 15. The fact that Gt maps Cb ∩ L∞

int(R
d) into

itself follows from Theorem 31. Indeed, if ϕ0 ∈ Cb ∩ L∞
int(R

d), then the function
(x, t) 7→ |Gtϕ0(x)| is a bounded subolution of (1a), by Lemma 71 with ψ ≡ 0.
Estimate (23) then implies that for any t ≥ 0,

‖Gtϕ0‖int =
ˆ

sup
Q1(x)

|Gtϕ0| dx

≤ (1 + ωd(t|H |diff))
ˆ

sup
Q1(x)+tC

|ϕ0| dx.

By the boundedness of C = co{Im(b)} and Lemma 16, these integrals are finite
whenever ϕ0 ∈ Cb ∩ L∞

int(R
d). It remains to prove that

Gt : Cb ∩ L∞
int(R

d) → Cb ∩ L∞
int(R

d)

is continuous for any t ≥ 0. Let us apply again (23) to

(x, t) 7→ |Gtϕ0(x) −Gtψ0(x)|,
which is a subsolution of (1a) by Lemma 71. As above we get that

(61) ‖Gtϕ0 −Gtψ0‖int ≤ (1 + ωd(t|H |diff))
ˆ

sup
Q1(x)+tC

|ϕ0 − ψ0| dx.

Arguing as above we deduce the desired continuity. This completes the proof of the
fact that Cb ∩ L∞

int(R
d) satisfies (20)–(21).

Let now E be another normed space satisfying such properties and let us prove
that it is continuously embedded into Cb ∩ L∞

int(R
d). We will need the following

lemma (whose proof is elementary).

Lemma 72. For any ϕ0 : Rd → R
d, sup |ϕ0| ≤ | supϕ0|+ | inf ϕ0|.

Recall then that (21) is required to hold for any data b = b(ξ) and a = a(ξ)
satisfying (H1). Choose for instance the eikonal equation

∂tϕ =

d∑

i=1

|∂xiϕ|

and denote by Get its semigroup. By the representation Proposition 8,

Getϕ0(x) = sup
x+t[−1,1]d

ϕ0.

Since Get=1 maps E ⊂ L1(Rd) into itself by assumption, the function

x 7→ sup
x+[−1,1]d

ϕ0

belongs to L1(Rd) for any ϕ0 ∈ E. Using that E is a vector space, −ϕ0 ∈ E, and
the function

x 7→ inf
x+[−1,1]d

ϕ0
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also belongs to L1(Rd). By Lemma 72, we conclude that E ⊆ Cb∩L∞
int(R

d). Finally
we use that

Get=1 : E → E

is continuous at ϕ0 ≡ 0 to obtain that for any ‖ϕn0‖E → 0,

‖Get=1ϕ
n
0 ‖E → 0 as n→ ∞.

Combining this with the continuity of the embedding E ⊂ L1(Rd), we obtain that
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥

sup
x+[−1,1]d

ϕn0

∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
L1

x

→ 0.

Using once again that E is a normed space, the same holds with −ϕ0, that is
∥
∥
∥
∥

inf
x+[−1,1]d

ϕn0

∥
∥
∥
∥
L1

x

→ 0.

By Lemma 72, we conclude that ‖ϕn0‖int → 0 which completes the proof. �

Before proving Corollary 33, we need a technical result.

Lemma 73. Assume (H1) and let |H |conv be defined in Definition 18. Then there

exists b0 ∈ R
d such that C = co{Im(b)} is included in the cube Q|H|conv(b0).

Proof. Let (bn0 )n be a minimizing sequence in R
d for the infimum

|H |conv = inf
b0∈Rd

‖b− b0‖∞
︸ ︷︷ ︸

=supξ∈E |b(ξ)−b0|

.

The sequence is bounded since b is bounded, and (a subsequence of) it converges
to some b0. But then |H |conv = limn→∞ ‖b− bn0‖∞ = ‖b− b0‖∞. Hence,

Im(b) ⊆ Q‖b−b0‖∞
(b0) = Q|H|conv(b0)

because for any ξ ∈ E and i = 1, . . . , d,

|(b(ξ))i − (b0)i| ≤ sup
E

√
√
√
√

d∑

j=1

(bj − (b0)j)
2
= ‖b− b0‖∞.

The convex envelope C is therefore also included in this cube. �

Proof of Corollary 33. Let us continue the computations from (61). We have, for
any ϕ0 and ψ0 in Cb ∩ L∞

int(R
d), and any t ≥ 0,

‖Gtϕ0 −Gtψ0‖int ≤ (1 + ωd(t|H |diff))
ˆ

sup
Q1(x)+tC

|ϕ0 − ψ0| dx

≤ (1 + ωd(t|H |diff))
ˆ

sup
Q1(x)+tQ|H|conv

(b0)

|ϕ0 − ψ0| dx,

for some center b0 ∈ R
d given by Lemma 73. We change the variables x+ tb0 7→ x

to find that

‖Gtϕ0 −Gtψ0‖int ≤ (1 + ωd(t|H |diff))
ˆ

sup
Q1+t|H|conv

(x)

|ϕ0 − ψ0| dx.

Applying the inequality given by Lemma 91 in the appendix, then leads to

‖Gtϕ0 −Gtψ0‖int ≤ (1 + ωd(t|H |diff)) (1 + t|H |conv)d ‖ϕ0 − ψ0‖int. �
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4.6. L∞
int

quasicontraction: Proof of Theorem 35. Recall that Gmod
t is the

semigroup associated to the model HJB equation

(62) ∂tϕ = |Dϕ|+ sup
λ∈Sp(D2ϕ)

λ+.

It is a semigroup of Lipschitz operators in Cb ∩ L∞
int(R

d) by the previous analysis.
Recall also that

(63) |||ϕ0||| = sup
t≥0

e−t ‖Gmod

t |ϕ0|‖int .

To show that it is a norm, we need to know that the modulus from Theorem 31
does not increase faster than an exponential at infinity.

Lemma 74. The modulus from Theorem 31 satisfies

ωd(r) = O(r
d
2 ) as r → ∞.

Proof. We have established in (56) that

ωd(r) ≤ inf
ν>0

(1 + ν)
d
ˆ

Rd

Ψν(y, r) dy − 1,

where, by (57) and (58), Ψν(y, r) ≤ cν−dΦ(yν−1, rν−2) for a c > 0 independent of
ν, y, r. Taking ν = 1,

ωd(r) ≤ 2dc

ˆ

Rd

Φ (y, r) dy,

and the result easily follows from Estimate (53). �

Let us now establish that:

Lemma 75. The function ||| · ||| defined in (63) is a norm on Cb ∩ L∞
int(R

d) which
is equivalent to the usual one ‖ · ‖int.
Proof. Assume first that it is a norm and let us prove the equivalence. Simple com-
putations show that |H |conv = |H |diff = 1 for the Hamiltonian of (62).2 Applying
Corollary 33 to that equation, we deduce that

‖Gmod

t |ϕ0|‖int ≤ (1 + ωd(t)) (1 + t)d ‖ϕ0‖int,
for any ϕ0 ∈ Cb ∩ L∞

int(R
d) and t ≥ 0. Hence, by Lemma 74,

‖Gmod

t |ϕ0|‖int ≤Met‖ϕ0‖int
for some constant M = M(d) ≥ 1. From that, the equivalence between the norms
is clear.

Let us now prove that ||| · ||| is a norm on Cb ∩L∞
int(R

d). Using again the previous
inequality, we deduce that the sup in (63) is always finite. Moreover, given any
initial data ϕ0 and ψ0 in Cb ∩ L∞

int(R
d), the sum of the solutions

ϕ(x, t) := Gmod

t |ϕ0|(x) and ψ(x, t) := Gmod

t |ψ0|(x)
is a supersolution of the same equation; indeed,

∂t(ϕ+ ψ) = sup{. . .}+ sup{. . .} ≥ sup{. . .+ . . .}.
Hence, the comparison principle implies that, for any t ≥ 0,

Gmod

t |ϕ0 + ψ0| ≤ Gmod

t (|ϕ0|+ |ψ0|) ≤ Gmod

t |ϕ0|+Gmod

t |ψ0|.
It is thus clear that |||ϕ0 +ψ0||| ≤ |||ϕ0|||+ |||ψ0|||. To obtain that |||αϕ0||| = |α||||ϕ0|||, for
any ϕ0 and scalar α ∈ R, we use that

Gmod

t |αϕ0| = |α|Gmod

t |ϕ0|.
2Use that the Hamiltonian of (62) is H(p,X) = supE{q · p + tr((q̃ ⊗ q̃)X)}, where the sup is

taken over the set E = {(q, q̃) ∈ R
d × R

d s.t. |q|, |q̃| ≤ 1}.
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This follows from the invariance of Equation (62) with respect to multiplication of
|α| ≥ 0. Finally, if |||ϕ0||| = 0, then choosing t = 0 in its definition implies that
|||ϕ0||| ≥ ‖ϕ0‖int = 0 and so ϕ0 ≡ 0. The proof is complete. �

At this stage, it only remains to obtain (25). Here is a first inequality.

Lemma 76. Assume (H1). Then for any ϕ0, ψ0 ∈ Cb ∩ L∞
int(R

d) and t, s ≥ 0,

Gmod

s |Gtϕ0 −Gtψ0| ≤ Gmod

s Gt |ϕ0 − ψ0| ,
where Gt and G

mod
s are the semigroups associated to (1) and (62).

Proof. By Lemma 71, the difference |Gtϕ0 − Gtψ0| is a subsolution of (1a). By
comparison, we obtain that

|Gtϕ0 −Gtψ0| ≤ Gt |ϕ0 − ψ0| ,
for any t ≥ 0. We conclude by next using the comparison for Equation (62). �

In the next lemma we use the translation operator Th defined by Thϕ0(·) :=
ϕ0(· − h) for h ∈ R

d.

Lemma 77. Assume (H1), b0 ∈ R
d, a0 ∈ Sd, 0 ≤ a0 ≤ Im(a), and µt is the convo-

lution semigroup corresponding to a0 given by Proposition 60. For any nonnegative
φ0 ∈ Cb ∩ L∞

int(R
d),

Ttb0Gmod

s Gtφ0 ≤ µt ∗
{
Gmod

s+γtφ0
}

∀t, s ≥ 0,

where γ = ‖b− b0‖∞ ∨ ‖ tr(a− a0)‖∞.

Proof. We will show that φ(x, t) := Gtφ0(x) is a subsolution of an equation related
to (62). Starting from its equation (1a), we have

∂tφ = sup
E

{
(b− b0) ·Dφ+ tr

(
(a− a0)D

2φ
)}

+ b0 ·Dφ+ tr
(
a0D

2φ
)

≤ sup
E

{(b − b0) ·Dφ}+ sup
E

{
tr
(
(a− a0)D

2φ
)}

+ b0 ·Dφ+ tr
(
a0D

2φ
)
.

For the first term, we have

sup
E

{(b − b0) ·Dφ} ≤ ‖b− b0‖∞|Dφ|,

and for the second one,

sup
E

{
tr
(
(a− a0)D

2φ
)}

≤ ‖ tr(a− a0)‖∞ sup
λ∈Sp(D2φ)

λ+,

by the Ky Fan inequality (51). Hence

(64) ∂tφ ≤ ‖b− b0‖∞|Dφ|+ ‖ tr(a− a0)‖∞ sup
λ∈Sp(D2φ)

λ+ + b0 ·Dφ+ tr
(
a0D

2φ
)
.

We almost recognize (62). To get rid of the linear convection term, we use the
change of variables:

φ̃(x, t) := φ(x − tb0, t) = Ttb0φ(x, t),
and we rescale to normalize the coefficients:

˜̃
φ(x, t) := φ̃(x, γ−1t) with γ := ‖b− b0‖∞ ∨ ‖ tr(a− a0)‖∞.

Then ˜̃φ satisfies the PDE

∂t
˜̃
φ ≤ |D ˜̃

φ|+ sup
λ∈Sp(D2 ˜̃φ)

λ+ + γ−1 tr(a0D
2 ˜̃φ),
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in the viscosity sense, i.e. (62) plus a linear diffusion term. We have a PDE of the
form (39). By Lemma 61, we deduce that for any t ≥ 0,

˜̃
φ(·, t) ≤ µγ−1t ∗ {Gmod

t
˜̃
φ(·, 0)} = µγ−1t ∗ {Gmod

t φ(·, 0)}
for the convolution semigroup µt associated to the diffusion matrix a0. Note that
by scaling, the semigroup associated to γ−1a0 is µγ−1t. Since

˜̃
φ(·, t) = φ̃(·, γ−1t) = Tγ−1tb0φ(·, γ−1t) = Tγ−1tb0Gγ−1tφ0,

we conclude that

Tγ−1tb0Gγ−1tφ0 ≤ µγ−1t ∗ {Gmod

t φ0},
or equivalently

Ttb0Gtφ0 ≤ µt ∗ {Gmod

γt φ0}.
At this stage, we fix t and let only s move. If we apply the semigroup Gmod

s to the
previous inequality, we get that

Gmod

s Ttb0Gtφ0 ≤ Gmod

s

{
µt ∗Gmod

γt φ0
}

for any s ≥ 0. This is a consequence of the comparison principle for (62). Using also
the invariance of (62) with respect to the fixed translation −tb0, we can commute
the operators Gmod

s and Ttb0 ,
(65) Ttb0Gmod

s Gtφ0 ≤ Gmod

s

{
µt ∗Gmod

γt φ0
}
.

Moreover, by Lemma 56,

(x, s) 7→ µt ∗
{
Gmod

s Gmod

γt φ0
}
(x)

is a supersolution of (62). At s = 0 we have

Gmod

s=0

{
µt ∗Gmod

γt φ0
}
= µt ∗Gmod

γt φ0 = µt ∗
{
Gmod

s=0G
mod

γt φ0
}
,

so we can use again the comparison principle for (62) to deduce that

(66) Gmod

s

{
µt ∗Gmod

γt φ0
}
≤ µt ∗

{
Gmod

s Gmod

γt φ0
}

︸ ︷︷ ︸

=Gmod
s+γtφ0

,

for any s ≥ 0. By (65) and (66) we can conclude the proof when γ = ‖b− b0‖∞ ∨
‖ tr(a− a0)‖∞ > 0 (we divided by it when we rescaled). If γ = 0, Equation (64) is
linear and the same reasoning applies without rescaling the time. �

We are now ready to prove the theorem.

Proof of Theorem 35. The norms are equivalent by Lemma 75, so it remains to
show Estimate (25):

(67) e−s ‖Gmod

s |Gtϕ0 −Gtψ0|‖int ≤ e(|H|conv∨|H|diff)t sup
τ≥0

e−τ ‖Gmod

τ |ϕ0 − ψ0|‖int ,

for arbitrary ϕ0, ψ0 ∈ Cb ∩ L∞
int(R

d) and times t and s. By Lemma 76 with φ0 :=
|ϕ0 − ψ0|, it suffices to show that

(68) e−s ‖Gmod

s Gtφ0‖int ≤ e(|H|conv∨|H|diff)t sup
τ≥0

e−τ ‖Gmod

τ φ0‖int ,

for any t and s. Indeed that lemma shows that

Gmod

s |Gtϕ0 −Gtψ0| ≤ Gmod

s Gtφ0,

where the left-hand side is nonnegative by the comparison principle for (62). Hence

‖Gmod

s |Gtϕ0 −Gtψ0|‖int ≤ ‖Gmod

s Gtφ0‖int
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and (68) will imply (67). To show (68) we use Lemma 77. It implies that for any
b0 ∈ R

d and a0 ∈ S
+
d such that a0 ≤ Im(a),

Ttb0Gmod

s Gtφ0 ≤ µt ∗ {Gmod

s+γtφ0},
for some measure µt ≥ 0, µt(R

d) ≤ 1, and

γ = ‖b− b0‖∞ ∨ ‖ tr(a− a0)‖∞.
Since these functions are nonnegative by the comparison principle, Young’s inequal-
ity implies that

‖Ttb0Gmod

s Gtφ0‖int ≤ ‖Gmod

s+γtφ0‖int,
for any t and s. Changing variables as before, we see that

ˆ

sup
y∈[−1,1]d

Gmod

s Gtφ0(x+ y − tb0) dx =

ˆ

sup
y∈[−1,1]d

Gmod

s Gtφ0(x− y) dx,

which means that

‖Gmod

s Gtφ0‖int = ‖Ttb0Gmod

s Gtφ0‖int ≤ ‖Gmod

s+γtφ0‖int,
and mutiplying by e−s it easily follows that

e−s‖Gmod

s Gtφ0‖int ≤ e(‖b−b0‖∞∨‖ tr(a−a0)‖∞)t sup
τ≥0

e−τ‖Gmod

τ φ0‖int,

for any t, s, b0, and a0. Taking the infimum in b0 and a0 implies (68) and thus the
desired estimate (25). �

The proofs of the results of Section 3.2 are complete.

4.7. Weighted L1 contraction: Proof of Theorem 38. We recall that we will
use the dual problem (26), which can be written with a pointwise supremum taken
over the Lebesgue points of F ′ and A. It is therefore of the form (1) and the
viscosity solution theory applies.

Proof of Theorem 38. Recall that m < M , u and v are the solutions of (2) with
initial data u0 and v0 in L∞(Rd, [m,M ]), 0 ≤ ϕ0 ∈ BLSC(Rd), and ϕ is the
minimal solution of (26) with ϕ0 as initial data.

We have to show that

(69)

ˆ

Rd

|u− v|(x, T )ϕ0(x) dx ≤
ˆ

Rd

|u0 − v0|(x)ϕ(x, T ) dx ∀T ≥ 0.

Let us use the Kato inequality (14). For almost every x ∈ R
d and t ≥ 0,







d∑

i=1

qi(u, v)∂xiφ+

d∑

i,j=1

rij(u, v)∂
2
xixj

φ






(x, t)

= sign(u(x, t)− v(x, t))

ˆ u(x,t)

v(x,t)

{
F ′(ξ) ·Dφ(x, t) + tr

(
A(ξ)D2φ(x, t)

)}
dξ

≤ |u(x, t)− v(x, t)| ess sup
m≤ξ≤M

{
F ′(ξ) ·Dφ(x, t) + tr

(
A(ξ)D2φ(x, t)

)}
,

where we have taken the sup over [m,M ] because of the maximum principle Lemma
96. Injecting into (14), we get that

(70)

ˆ

Rd

|u− v|(x, T )φ(x, T ) dx ≤
ˆ

Rd

|u0 − v0|(x)φ(x, 0) dx

+

¨

Rd×(0,T )

|u− v|
(

∂tφ+ ess sup
m≤ξ≤M

{
F ′(ξ) ·Dφ+ tr

(
A(ξ)D2φ

)}

)

dxdt.
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In the third integral, we recognize the backward in time version of (26a). The proof
of (69) then consists in taking φ(x, t) := ϕ(x, T − t).

Simplified case: 0 ≤ ϕ0 ∈ Cc(R
d).

Now (26) has a unique viscosity solution ϕ which coincides with ϕ. It belongs to

BUC(Rd × R
+) by Lemma 62, and it is continuous in time with values in L1(Rd)

by Lemma 87. Let us regularize it by convolution

ϕν := ϕ ∗x,t (ρνθν) ,
with the mollifiers (31) and (32). It follows that

ϕν ∈ C∞(Rd × R
+) ∩ C(R+;L1(Rd))

along with all its derivatives. This is enough to take φν(x, t) := ϕν(x, T − t) as
a test function in (70) by approximation. Note that φν is a supersolution of the
backward version of (26a) by Lemma 55, i.e.

∂tφν + ess sup
m≤ξ≤M

{
F ′(ξ) ·Dφν + tr

(
A(ξ)D2φν

)}
≤ 0 for any t < T .

Inequality (70) with the test function φν then implies that
ˆ

Rd

|u− v|(x, T )ϕν(x, 0) dx ≤
ˆ

Rd

|u0 − v0|(x)ϕν (x, T ) dx,

for any T ≥ 0 and ν > 0. By the C(R+;L1(Rd)) regularity of ϕ, the convolution
ϕν = ϕ ∗x,t (ρνθν) converges to ϕ in C([0, T ];L1(Rd)) as ν → 0+. Passing to the
limit as ν → 0+ then yields (69).

General case: 0 ≤ ϕ0 ∈ BLSC(Rd).
We would like to pointwise approximate ϕ0 by a monotone sequence ϕn0 ↑ ϕ0 such
that 0 ≤ ϕn0 ∈ Cc(R

d). Take

ϕn0 (x) := inf
y∈Rd

{
ϕ0(y)1|y|<n + n|x− y|2

}
≥ 0.

Then ϕn0 is continuous as an infconvolution. Also,

ϕn0 (x) ≤ ϕ0(x)1|x|<n ∀x ∈ R
d,

which implies that ϕn0 ∈ Cc(R
d). In the limit n → ∞, we have ϕn0 ↑ (ϕ0)∗ = ϕ0.

Let ϕn be the solution of (26) with initial data ϕn0 , then by the previous step,
ˆ

Rd

|u− v|(x, T )ϕn0 (x) dx ≤
ˆ

Rd

|u0 − v0|(x)ϕn(x, T ) dx,

for any T ≥ 0 and n. By the stability of extremal solutions (see Proposition 53),
these solutions satisfy ϕn ↑ ϕ pointwise. So we conclude the proof of (69) by passing
to the limit as n→ ∞ using the monotone convergence theorem. �

4.8. Duality: Proofs of Theorem 44 and Corollaries 46 and 47. We need
some auxiliary lemmas. Here is a first classical result on entropy solutions.

Lemma 78. Assume (H2) and u0 ∈ L∞(Rd). Then, the entropy solution of (2)
is a distributional solution of (2),

¨

Rd×R+



u∂tφ+

d∑

i=1

Fi(u)∂xiφ+

d∑

i,j=1

Aij(u)∂
2
xixj

φ



 dxdt

+

ˆ

Rd

u0(x)φ(x, 0) dx = 0 ∀φ ∈ C∞
c (Rd × R

+),

where Aij(u) :=
´ u

0 Aij(ξ) dξ.
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Proof. Take η(u) = ±u successively in the entropy inequalities, Definition 11(c).
�

Here is another result on the continuity in time.

Lemma 79. Assume (H2), u0, v0 ∈ L∞(Rd) with u0 − v0 ∈ L1(Rd), u and v
entropy solutions of (2) with initial data u0 and v0. Then u− v ∈ C(R+;L1(Rd)).

To prove it, we need the following result on viscosity solutions.

Proposition 80 (Limiting initial data). Assume (H1) and (ϕε)ε>0 is a uniformly
locally bounded family of viscosity subsolutions (resp. supersolutions) of (1a). Then
lim sup*ϕε (resp. lim inf*ϕε) satisfies

{lim sup*ϕε} (x, 0) = {lim sup*(ϕε)
∗(·, 0)} (x) ∀x ∈ R

d

(resp.
{
lim inf*ϕε

}
(x, 0) =

{
lim inf*(ϕε)∗(·, 0)

}
(x)).

Remark 81. For subsolutions this means that

lim sup
R

d×R
+∋(y,s)→(x,0)

ε→0+

ϕε(y, s) = lim sup
R

d∋y→x
ε→0+

(ϕε)
∗(y, 0),

where (ϕε)
∗ is the upper semicontinuous envelope computed in (x, t). The proof

can be found in [9] and [5, Theorem 4.7].3

Proof of Lemma 79. By Theorem 38 with ϕ0 ≡ 1, we have

‖u(·, t)− v(·, t)‖L1 ≤ ‖u0 − v0‖L1 ∀t ≥ 0.

Since the left-hand side is finite, u − v ∈ L∞(R+;L1(Rd)). By the continuity in
time with values in L1

loc(R
d) of these functions, it remains to prove that

(71) lim
R→∞

sup
t∈[0,T ]

ˆ

|x|≥R
|u(x, t)− v(x, t)| dx = 0 ∀T ≥ 0.

To do so, we will use again Theorem 38.
Fix m < M such that u0 and v0 take their values in [m,M ], and consider

ϕR0 (x) := ϕ0

( x

R

)

, R > 0,

where ϕ0 = ϕ0(x) is some kernel such that






0 ≤ ϕ0 ∈ Cb(R
d),

ϕ0(x) = 0 for |x| ≤ 1/2,

and ϕ0(x) = 1 for |x| ≥ 1.

With that choice, ϕR0 → 0 as R → ∞ locally uniformly. We then claim that the
solutions ϕR of (26) with initial data ϕR0 converge locally uniformly to zero too.
This is a consequence of the method of relaxed semilimits [9]. Let us give details
for completeness. By the maximum principle,

‖ϕR‖∞ ≤ ‖ϕR0 ‖∞ = ‖ϕ0‖∞ ∀R > 0.

We can then apply Propositions 51 and 80 to lim sup*ϕR as R → ∞ and get that
it is a subsolution of (26a) satisfying

lim sup*ϕR(x, 0) = lim sup*ϕR0 (x) = 0 ∀x ∈ R
d.

3Let us briefly recall the ideas for the reader’s convenience. First consider ϕ = lim sup*ϕε,
ϕ0(x) = {lim sup*(ϕε)∗(·, 0)}(x), and show that min{∂tϕ − H(Dϕ,D2ϕ), ϕ − ϕ0} ≤ 0 at t = 0
in the viscosity sense, fix then some x and use the viscosity inequalities at a max (y, t) of the
function ϕ(y, t) − |y − x|2/ε − Ct with C large enough such that t = 0. We get ϕ(x, 0) ≤ ϕ0(y)
and conclude as ε → 0+.
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Similarly, lim inf*ϕR is a supersolution of (1) with zero as initial data. The com-
parison principle then implies that

lim sup*ϕR ≤ lim inf*ϕR.

Hence ϕR converges locally uniformly to the unique solution of (26) with zero initial
data, that is zero itself.

Now we can show (71). By Theorem 38 with the previous m, M , and ϕR0 ,
ˆ

|x|≥R
|u(x, t)− v(x, t)| dx ≤

ˆ

Rd

|u(x, t)− v(x, t)|ϕR0 (x) dx

≤
ˆ

Rd

|u0(x)− v0(x)|ϕR(x, t) dx ≤
ˆ

Rd

|u0(x) − v0(x)| sup
s∈[0,T ]

ϕR(x, s) dx,

for any T ≥ t ≥ 0. The right-hand side vanishes as R→ ∞ by the discussion above
and the dominated convergence theorem. The proof of (71) is complete. �

Let us continue by introducing a regularization procedure for the weights.

Lemma 82. Assume (H2), m < M , ρν and θν are defined in (31) and (32), and
0 ≤ ϕ ∈ BLSC(Rd × R

+) satisfies (I) in Theorem 44. Then for any ν > 0, the
convolution

ϕν := ϕ ∗x,t (ρνθν) ∈ C∞
b (Rd × R

+)

also satisfies (I) in Theorem 44.

Proof. By assumption,

(72)

ˆ

Rd

|u− v|(x, t)ϕ(x, s) dx ≤
ˆ

Rd

|u0 − v0|(x)ϕ(x, t + s) dx,

for any t, s ≥ 0, u0 and v0 with values in [m,M ], and entropy solutions u and v of
(2) with u0 and v0 as initial data. Our aim is to get the same result for ϕν . Let us
use (72) not for u0 and v0, but their translations u0(· + y) and v0(· + y) for some
fixed y ∈ R

d. Since the PDE part of (2) is invariant with respect to translation,
the corresponding solutions are u(x+ y, t) and v(x+ y, t). Hence,

ˆ

Rd

|u− v|(x+ y, t)ϕ(x, s) dx ≤
ˆ

Rd

|u0 − v0|(x + y)ϕ(x, t+ s) dx

for any t, s ≥ 0. By changing the variable of integration, we obtain that
ˆ

Rd

|u− v|(x, t)ϕ(x − y, s) dx ≤
ˆ

Rd

|u0 − v0|(x)ϕ(x − y, t+ s) dx.

Now we fix τ ≤ 0 and apply this formula, not for s but s− τ . We deduce that
ˆ

Rd

|u− v|(x, t)ϕ(x − y, s− τ) dx ≤
ˆ

Rd

|u0 − v0|(x)ϕ(x − y, t+ s− τ) dx.

Multiply then by ρν(y)θν(τ) and integrate over (y, τ) ∈ R
d × R

− to conclude. �

We want to pass to the limit and compare the functions

ϕ♭ := lim inf*ϕν as ν → 0+

and

(73) ϕ#(x, t) = lim inf
r→0+
y→x

1

meas(Br(y))

ˆ

Br(y)

ϕ(z, t) dz.

To do so, we assume in addition that

(74) supp(ρν) ⊂ Bν(0) and supp(θν) ⊂ (−ν, 0).
Let us first give fundamental properties on ϕ♭ and ϕ#.
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Lemma 83. Assume ϕ ∈ BLSC(Rd × R
+), ϕ♭ and ϕ# are as above, and (74)

holds. Then:

(i) The limit ϕ♭ is the pointwise largest function in BLSC(Rd×R
+) less than or

equal ϕ a.e. Moreover ϕ♭ = ϕ a.e.

(ii) For any t ≥ 0, ϕ#(·, t) is the pointwise largest function in BLSC(Rd) less
than or equal ϕ(·, t) a.e. Moreover ϕ# = ϕ(·, t) a.e.

Remark 84. It is understood that “a.e.” holds in (x, t) in (i) and x in (ii).

Proof. Let us prove (i). Note first that ϕ♭ is lower semicontinuous as a lower relaxed
limit. To prove that it is not greater than ϕ a.e., it suffices to do it for the Lebesgue
points of ϕ. Such points (x, t) ∈ R

d × (0,∞) satisfy

lim
ν→0+

1

νd+1

¨

Bν(x)×(t−ν,t+ν)
|ϕ(y, s)− ϕ(x, t)| dy ds = 0,

so by the assumptions on the mollifiers, see (31), (32) and (74), we find that

|ϕν(x, t)− ϕ(x, t)| ≤ 1

νd+1

¨

Bν(x)×(t,t+ν)

|ϕ(y, s)− ϕ(x, t)| ·

· ρ
(
x− y

ν

)

θ

(
t− s

ν

)

dy ds→ 0 as ν → 0+.

It follows that

ϕ♭(x, t) ≤ lim
ν→0+

ϕν(x, t) = ϕ(x, t),

at any Lebesgue point. Moreover, for any fixed (x, t), lower semicontinuity of ϕ
implies that

ϕν(y, s) =

¨

Bν(y)×(s,s+ν)

ϕ(z, τ)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

≥ϕ(x,t)+o(1)

ρ

(
y − z

ν

)

θ

(
s− τ

ν

)

dz dτ ≥ ϕ(x, t) + o(1)

as (y, s, ν) → (x, t, 0+), and we conclude that

ϕ♭(x, t) = lim inf*ϕν(x, t) ≥ ϕ(x, t).

We conclude that ϕ♭ = ϕ a.e.
Now, to conclude the proof of (i), it remains to prove that ϕ♭ ≥ ψ pointwise for

any other ψ ∈ BLSC(Rd × R
+) such that ψ ≤ ϕ a.e. Given such a function, let

ψ♭ := lim inf*ψ ∗x,t (ρνθν).
As above, ψ ≤ ψ♭ pointwise; but also ψ♭ ≤ ϕ♭ pointwise since

ψ ∗x,t (ρνθν) ≤ ϕ ∗x,t (ρνθν).
This completes the proof of (i). The arguments for (ii) are similar. �

Here is now a general inequality between ϕ♭ and ϕ#.

Lemma 85. Under the hypotheses of the previous lemma, (ϕ#)∗ ≤ ϕ♭ pointwise.

Proof. Let us first prove that ϕ# is measurable in (x, t). We have

ϕ#(x, t) = sup
n≥1

=:ϕn(x,t)
︷ ︸︸ ︷

inf
m≥n

inf
1
m≤r≤ 1

n

|y|≤ 1
n

1

meas(Br(y))

ˆ

Br(y)

ϕ(x + z, t) dz

︸ ︷︷ ︸

=:ϕn,m(x,t)

,
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where n and m are integers. For each 1
m ≤ r ≤ 1

n and |y| ≤ 1
n , the function

(x, t) 7→ 1

meas(Br(y))

ˆ

Br(y)

ϕ(x+ z, t) dz

is lower semicontinuous by Fatou’s lemma and ϕ ∈ BLSC (assumption in the
previous lemma). The infimum ϕn,m remains lower semicontinuous, because r and
y live in compact sets. Hence, ϕn = infm≥n ϕn,m is measurable in (x, t) and so is
ϕ# = supn≥1 ϕn.

We can now prove the lemma. For any t ≥ 0, the measurable functions ϕ, ϕ#

satisfy ϕ#(·, t) = ϕ(·, t) a.e., hence we may use the Fubini theorem to conclude that
¨

Rd×R+

1{ϕ#=ϕ} dxdt =

ˆ

R+

(
ˆ

Rd

1{ϕ#(x,t)=ϕ(x,t)} dx

)

dt = 0.

This proves that ϕ# = ϕ a.e. in (x, t), so that (ϕ#)∗ ≤ ϕ a.e. in (x, t). Hence
(ϕ#)∗ ≤ ϕ♭ pointwise by Lemma 83(i). �

Here are further properties that we will need.

Lemma 86. Let ϕ, ψ ∈ BLSC(Rd × R
+) and ϕ#, ψ# as in (73). Then

(i) ϕ ≤ (ϕ#)∗ pointwise, and
(ii) if ϕ ≤ ψ# pointwise, then ϕ# ≤ ψ# pointwise.

Proof. We can show that ϕ ≤ ϕ# from the definition of ϕ# and the lower semi-
continuity of ϕ, exacty as we showed that ϕ ≤ ϕ♭ in the proof of Lemma 83. In
particular, ϕ ≤ (ϕ#)∗ which is part (i). For part (ii), use Lemma 83(ii). It says
that ψ#(·, t) = ψ(·, t) a.e. in x, for each fixed t ≥ 0. Hence, ϕ(·, t) ≤ ψ(·, t) a.e.
and the desired inequality follows again from the definitions of ϕ# and ψ#. �

Proof of Theorem 44. Let us proceed in several steps.

1) (II) =⇒ (I).

By (II), (ϕ#)∗ is a BLSC supersolution of (26a). In particular, for any fixed s ≥ 0,
the function

(x, t) 7→ (ϕ#)∗(x, t+ s)

is also a supersolution of (26a). By Remark 39(c), we can apply Theorem 38 to
this supersolution with the BLSC initial weight (ϕ#)∗(·, s). The result is that

ˆ

Rd

|u− v|(x, t)(ϕ#)∗(x, s) dx ≤
ˆ

Rd

|u0 − v0|(x)(ϕ#)∗(x, t+ s) dx,

for any u0 = u0(x) and v0 = v0(x) with values in [m,M ], u and v entropy solutions
of (2) with u0 and v0 as initial data, and t, s ≥ 0. This is exactly (I) but with
(ϕ#)∗ instead of ϕ. To replace (ϕ#)∗ by ϕ, we use Lemma 86(i) for the left-hand
side. For the right-hand side, we use that (ϕ#)∗ ≤ ϕ# pointwise and the fact that
ϕ#(x, t+s) = ϕ(x, t+s) for almost each x, see Lemma 83(ii). This implies (I) with
ϕ, as desired.

2) (I) =⇒ (II) for smooth weights ϕ.

Let us prove the reverse implication when 0 ≤ ϕ ∈ C∞
b (Rd × R

+). We will appro-
priately choose u0 and v0 later. For the moment, we assume that

m ≤ v0 ≤ u0 ≤M and u0 − v0 ∈ L1(Rd).

By Lemmas 96 and 79, 0 ≤ u− v ∈ C(R+;L1(Rd)), and then we can use (I) to get

(75)

ˆ

Rd

(u− v)(x, T )ϕ(x, s) dx ≤
ˆ

Rd

(u0 − v0)(x)ϕ(x, T + s) dx,
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for any T, s ≥ 0. Let us fix s > 0 and determine what PDE ϕ satisfies. This will be
done by injecting the weak formulation of (2) into (75) and then pass to the limit
as T → 0+. By Lemma 78,

ˆ

Rd

(u− v)(x, T )φ(x, T ) dx =

¨

Rd×(0,T )

(

(u − v)∂tφ+

d∑

i=1

(Fi(u)− Fi(v))∂xiφ

+
d∑

i,j=1

(Aij(u)−Aij(v))∂
2
xixj

φ



 dxdt

+

ˆ

Rd

(u0 − v0)(x)φ(x, 0) dx,

for any φ ∈ C∞
c (Rd × [0, T ]) and A′

ij = Aij . Note that we have rewritten the
equation given by Lemma 78 with integrals in t < T and an additional final term at
t = T . This follows from standard arguments using the L1

loc continuity in time of
u and v. Since ϕ ∈ C∞

b , u− v ∈ Ct(L
1
x) and u, v ∈ L∞, a standard approximation

argument shows that we can take φ to be

φ(x, t) = ϕ(x, t+ s− T ),

and get that

ˆ

Rd

(u− v)(x, T )ϕ(x, s) dx =

¨

Rd×(0,T )

(

(u − v)∂tϕ(t+ s− T )

+
d∑

i=1

(Fi(u)− Fi(v))∂xiϕ(t+ s− T )

+

d∑

i,j=1

(Aij(u)−Aij(v))∂
2
xixj

ϕ(t+ s− T )



dxdt

+

ˆ

Rd

(u0 − v0)(x)ϕ(x, s − T ) dx.

(76)

Here we asume that s > 0 and T is so small that s − T > 0. Inserting (76) into
(75), we get

ˆ

Rd

(u0 − v0)(x)ϕ(x, s + T ) dx−
ˆ

Rd

(u0 − v0)(x)ϕ(x, s − T ) dx

≥
¨

Rd×(0,T )

(

. . .
)

dxdt.

We now would like to divide by 2T and pass to the limit as T → 0+. All the com-
putations are justified, again because ϕ ∈ C∞

b , the solutions u and v are bounded,
and u− v ∈ C(R+;L1(Rd)). We get that

ˆ

Rd

(u0(x)− v0(x))∂sϕ(x, s) dx

≥ 1

2

ˆ

Rd

(

(u0 − v0)∂sϕ(s) +

d∑

i=1

(Fi(u0)− Fi(v0))∂xiϕ(s)

+

d∑

i,j=1

(Aij(u0)−Aij(v0))∂
2
xixj

ϕ(s)



 dx.
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Substracting the term
´

(u0 − v0)∂sϕ(s) dx/2 of the right-hand side implies that

ˆ

Rd

(u0(x)− v0(x))∂sϕ(x, s) dx

≥
ˆ

Rd





d∑

i=1

(Fi(u0)− Fi(v0))∂xiϕ(s) +

d∑

i,j=1

(Aij(u0)−Aij(v0))∂
2
xixj

ϕ(s)



 dx

=

ˆ

Rd

ˆ u0(x)

v0(x)

{
F ′(ξ) ·Dϕ(x, s) + tr

(
Aij(ξ)D

2ϕ(x, s)
)}

dξ dx,

(77)

for any s > 0 and 0 ≤ u0 − v0 ∈ L1(Rd) such that both u0 and v0 take their values
in the interval [m,M ]. It remains to choose u0 − v0 as an approximate unit, up to
some multiplicative constant.

Let us introduce new parameters: x0 ∈ R
d, ε > 0 and m ≤ a < b ≤ M . We

would like to choose

u0 − v0 = (b − a)1x0+(−ε,ε)d ,

with the constraint that both u0 and v0 only take the two values a and b. Writing
x = (xi), take for instance

u0(x) :=

{

a if x1 > (x0)1 + ε,

b if not,

and

v0(x) :=

{

a if x1 > (x0)1 + ε or x ∈ x0 + (−ε, ε)d,
b if not.

Then m ≤ v0 ≤ u0 ≤ M and u0 − v0 ∈ L1(Rd) as required. Inserting our choice
into (77) and dividing by (b− a)εd, we deduce that

1

εd

ˆ

x0+(−ε,ε)d
∂sϕ(x, s) dx

≥ 1

εd

ˆ

x0+(−ε,ε)d

1

b− a

ˆ b

a

{
F ′(ξ) ·Dϕ(x, s) + tr

(
Aij(ξ)D

2ϕ(x, s)
)}

dξ dx.

Let now ξ ∈ (m,M) be any Lebesgue point of any arbitrarily chosen a.e. represen-
tative of (F ′, A). Take first the limit as a, b → ξ such that ξ is the center of each
[a, b] in order to use the Lebesgue point property; take next the limit as ε → 0+.
This gives us that

∂sϕ(x0, s) ≥ F ′(ξ) ·Dϕ(x0, s) + tr
(
Aij(ξ)D

2ϕ(x0, s)
)
,

for any x0 ∈ R
d, s > 0, and Lebesgue point ξ. That is ϕ is a supersolution of (26).

This completes the proof of the remaining implication in the case where ϕ is C∞
b

(and then ϕ# = ϕ).

3) (I) =⇒ (II) for nonnegative BLSC weights ϕ.

In this case we use the regularization procedure of Lemma 82. By this lemma

ϕν = ϕ ∗x,t (ρνθν)
satisfies (I) since ϕ does by assumption. By the previous step we deduce that ϕν
is a supersolution of (26a). Hence

ϕ♭ = lim inf*ϕν

is also a supersolution by stability (cf. Proposition 51). But to prove (II), we need
to show that ϕ# is a supersolution. We will do this by showing that ϕ♭ = (ϕ#)∗
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pointwise (at least for positive times). We already have (ϕ#)∗ ≤ ϕ♭ by Lemma 85.
To prove that ϕ♭ ≤ (ϕ#)∗, we need to use (I). By (I),

ˆ

Rd

|u− v|(x, t)ϕ(x, s) dx ≤
ˆ

Rd

|u0 − v0|(x)ϕ(x, t + s) dx,

for any u0 and v0 in L∞(Rd, [m,M ]) and corresponding solutions u and v of (2)
and t, s ≥ 0. By Lemma 83(i), we also have that ϕ♭ = ϕ a.e. In particular, there is
a null set N ⊂ R

+ such that ϕ(·, s) = ϕ♭(·, s) a.e., for any s /∈ N .4 Fixing T > 0,
there thus exists a sequence sn → T− such that sn /∈ N , for any n. Choosing
moreover tn := T − sn, we deduce that

ˆ

Rd

|u− v|(x, tn)ϕ♭(x, sn) dx ≤
ˆ

Rd

|u0 − v0|(x)ϕ(x, T ) dx.

Let us pass to the limit as n → ∞ in the left-hand side. To do so, we use Fa-
tou’s lemma, which is possible because of the lower semicontinuity of ϕ♭ and the
continuity of entropy solutions with values in L1

loc(R
d) which implies that

|u− v|(x, tn) → |u0 − v0|(x) for a.e. x

(along a subsequence). In the limit, it then follows that
ˆ

Rd

|u0 − v0|(x)ϕ♭(x, T ) dx ≤
ˆ

Rd

|u0 − v0|(x)ϕ(x, T ) dx

for any u0 and v0 in L∞(Rd, [m,M ]) and T > 0. To continue, we argue as in the
previous step where we chose 0 ≤ u0 − v0 ∈ L1(Rd) to be an approximate unit up
to a multiplicative constant. The same arguments imply that for any T > 0,

ϕ♭(·, T ) ≤ ϕ(·, T ) a.e.

By Lemma 83(ii), we conclude that ϕ♭ ≤ ϕ# pointwise (for positive times). Hence,
ϕ♭ ≤ (ϕ#)∗ and then ϕ♭ = (ϕ#)∗ (for positive times). This implies that (ϕ#)∗ = ϕ♭
is a supersolution of (26a). The proof of Theorem 44 is complete. �

Let us finally prove Corollaries 46 and 47.

Proof of Corollary 46. We already know that ϕ ∈ Wm,M,ϕ0 by Theorem 38. Let us
prove the formula with the inf. Take ϕ ∈ Wm,M,ϕ0 , which means that ϕ ∈ BLSC
and satisfies Theorem 44(I) with ϕ(t = 0) ≥ ϕ0. By this theorem, ϕ satisfies (II)
as well, that is ϕ# is a supersolution of (26a). Recall that ϕ ≤ (ϕ#)∗ pointwise by
Lemma 86(i). In particular

(ϕ#)∗(t = 0) ≥ ϕ(t = 0) ≥ ϕ0.

Thus ϕ# is a supersolution of the Cauchy problem (26), and ϕ ≤ ϕ# by Proposition
7(i). Then Lemma 86(ii) implies that (ϕ)# ≤ ϕ#, and we conclude that

(ϕ)#(x, t) = inf {ϕ#(x, t) : ϕ ∈ Wm,M,ϕ0} ∀(x, t) ∈ R
d × R

+

(with an equality because ϕ ∈ Wm,M,ϕ0). The proof is complete. �

Proof of Corollary 47. Let Ht be an arbitrary strongly continuous semigroup on
Cb ∩ L∞

int(R
d) satisfying

ˆ

Rd

|Stu0 − Stv0|ϕ0 dx ≤
ˆ

Rd

|u0 − v0|Htϕ0 dx,

for any u0 and v0 in L∞(Rd, [m,M ]), 0 ≤ ϕ0 ∈ Cb ∩ L∞
int(R

d), and t ≥ 0. We have
to prove that for any such ϕ0 and t,

Gtϕ0 ≤ Htϕ0,

4To find N use that
˜

Rd×R+ 1{ϕ♭=ϕ} dxds = 0 =
´

R+ meas{ϕ(·, s) = ϕ♭(·, s)}ds by Fubini.
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where Gt is the semigroup corresponding to (26). For any such ϕ0, the minimal
solution of (26) is the unique continuous solution, that is

ϕ(x, t) = Gtϕ0(x) ∀(x, t) ∈ R
d × R

+.

Moreover, the above assumption on Ht implies that

Htϕ0(x) ∈ Wm,M,ϕ0.

By Corollary 46 we deduce that for any x ∈ R
d and t ≥ 0,

(Gtϕ0)# (x) ≤ (Htϕ0)# (x),

where we recall that

(Gtϕ0)# (x) = lim inf
r→0+

y→x

1

meas(Br(y))

ˆ

Br(y)

Gtϕ0(z) dz

(and similarly forH). Since both Gtϕ0(x) andHtϕ0(x) are continuous in x, we have
(Gtϕ0)# = Gtϕ0 and (Htϕ0)# = Htϕ0 pointwise and the proof is complete. �
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Appendix A. Technical proofs

A.1. Min and max viscosity solutions. Here are the proofs of Theorem 6 and
Propositions 7 and 53; the ideas are inspired by [24, 10, 32] and the details are
given for completeness.

Proof of Theorem 6. Consider the inf and supconvolutions of ϕ0,

(ϕ0)ε(x) := inf
y∈Rd

{

(ϕ0)∗(y) +
|x− y|2
2ε2

}

and

(ϕ0)
ε(x) := sup

y∈Rd

{

(ϕ0)
∗(y)− |x− y|2

2ε2

}

.

Recall that they are at least Cb with inf ϕ0 ≤ (ϕ0)ε ≤ ϕ0 ≤ (ϕ0)
ε ≤ supϕ0,

lim
ε↓0

↑ (ϕ0)ε = sup
ε>0

(ϕ0)ε = (ϕ0)∗ and lim
ε↓0

↓ (ϕ0)
ε = inf

ε>0
(ϕ0)

ε = (ϕ0)
∗,

see e.g. [22, 30, 5, 4]. Let ϕε and ϕε be the viscosity solutions of (1a) with initial
data (ϕ0)ε and (ϕ0)

ε, whose well-posedness is ensured by Theorem 4. By the
comparison and the maximum principles, see Theorem 3 and Remark 5, we have
the bounds

inf ϕ0 ≤ ϕε ≤ ϕε ≤ supϕ0.

We can then define real-valued and bounded functions by

ϕ := sup
ε>0

ϕε and ϕ := inf
ε>0

ϕε.
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We will see that these are our desired extremal solutions. First note that ϕ and
ϕ are respectively lower and upper semicontinuous, as sup and inf of continuous
functions. Moreover, ϕ ≤ ϕ, so that at the initial time we immediately have

ϕ(t = 0) = (ϕ0)∗ and (ϕ)∗(t = 0) ≤ ϕ(t = 0) = (ϕ0)
∗.

This means that (the lower semicontinuous function) ϕ satisfies the desired discon-
tinuous conditions of Definition 1(aii). Also, we have the exact pointwise initial
data ϕ(t = 0) = (ϕ0)∗ as claimed in the theorem. We argue the same way to get
the desired initial data for ϕ. Let us now show that these functions solve (1a).
By the stability of sup and inf, see Proposition 50, we already know that ϕ and ϕ
are sub and supersolutions, respectively. To get the other viscosity inequalities, we
need to use that

(78) ϕ = sup
ε>0

ϕε = lim inf*ϕε and ϕ = inf
ε>0

ϕε = lim sup*ϕε

where the relaxed limits are taken as ε → 0+. This follows by elementary argu-
ments (see e.g. [5, 4]) since ϕε (resp. ϕε) is at least lower semicontinuous and
increases (resp. upper semicontinuous and decreases) as ε ↓ 0, which again follows
by comparison since (ϕ0)

ε (resp. (ϕ0)ε) increases (resp. decreases) as ε ↓ 0. For
the reader’s convenience, we do it for ϕ. For any fixed (x, t),

lim inf*ϕε(x, t) ≤ lim
ε→0+

ϕε(x, t) = ϕ(x, t).

Moreover, for any sequence (xn, tn, εn) → (x, t, 0+) such that εn ≤ εm for any
n ≥ m, we have ϕεn(xn, tn) ≥ ϕεm(xn, tn). Fixing m and taking the limit in n,

lim inf
n→∞

ϕεn(xn, tn) ≥ lim inf
n→∞

ϕεm(xn, tn) ≥ ϕεm(x, t)

by lower semicontinuity of ϕεm . Taking the limit in m,

lim inf
n→∞

ϕεn(xn, tn) ≥ lim
m→∞

ϕεm(x, t) = ϕ(x, t).

This proves the first part of (78) and the second part can be obtained similarly.
By the stability with respect to lower and upper relaxed limits, see Proposition 51,
we conclude that ϕ and ϕ are viscosity solutions of (1a), and thus of (1) since we
already established (1b) in the sense of Definition 1(aii).

At this stage, it only remains to prove that these solutions are extremal. Let ϕ
be another bounded discontinuous solution. Noting that

(ϕ0)ε ≤ (ϕ0)∗ ≤ ϕ∗(t = 0) ≤ ϕ∗(t = 0) ≤ (ϕ0)
∗ ≤ (ϕ0)

ε,

we use once more the comparison principle to deduce that

ϕε ≤ ϕ ≤ ϕε,

for any ε > 0. In the limit as ε → 0+, we conclude that ϕ ≤ ϕ ≤ ϕ and the proof
is complete. �

Proof of Proposition 7. To prove (i), we simply argue as in the end of the proof of
Theorem 6. For instance, assume that ϕ is a bounded supersolution of (1). Then,

(ϕ0)ε ≤ (ϕ0)∗ ≤ ϕ∗(t = 0)

and, by comparison, ϕε ≤ ϕ for any ε > 0, etc. Part (ii) follows from part (i). �

Proof of Proposition 53. We only give the proof for the minimal solutions, the other
case is similar. Let ϕ denote the minimal solution of (1) with initial data ϕ0 :=
supn(ϕ

n
0 )∗. We have to prove that ϕ = supn ϕn, where ϕn is the minimal solution

of (1) with initial data ϕn0 . By Proposition 7(i), we have ϕ
n
≤ ϕ for any integer

n. We thus already know that ϕ ≥ supn ϕn and it only remains to prove the other

inequality. To do so, it suffices to show that supn ϕn is a supersolution of (1) (with
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initial data ϕ0). Indeed, by Proposition 7(i), we then get ϕ ≤ supn ϕn. It is at this

stage that we need to use monotonicity. Recall that n 7→ ϕn0 (x) is nondecreasing for
any x. By the comparison principle, cf. Proposition 7(ii), the same monotonicity
holds for the minimal solutions which means that n 7→ ϕ

n
(x, t) is nondecreasing for

any fixed x and t. Since ϕ
n
is lower semicontinous, we can argue as for (78) and

get that

sup
n
ϕ
n
= lim inf*ϕn as n→ ∞.

By stability, see Propositions 51 and 80, we deduce that lim inf*ϕn is a supersolu-

tion of (1a) with initial data

lim inf*ϕn(t = 0) = lim inf*(ϕ
n
0 )∗

(the first liminf is taken in (x, t) and the second only in x). But this initial data is
precisely

lim inf*(ϕ
n
0 )∗ = sup

n
(ϕn0 )∗ = ϕ0,

again by similar arguments than for (78). This completes the proof. �

A.2. Representation formulas. Let us prove Propositions 8 and 9. These results
are classical in the control theory, but usually written for continuous or maximal
solutions, see [30, 4, 34, 35]. Here we give the proofs for minimal solutions.

Proof of Proposition 8. By the assumption that a ≡ 0, (1a) is now

∂tϕ = sup
ξ∈E

{b(ξ) ·Dϕ} = sup
q∈C

{q ·Dϕ},

where C = co {Im(b)} is compact. By control theory [5, 4] the viscosity solutions
of (1) is given by

ϕ(x, t) = sup
x+tC

ϕ0

if ϕ0 ∈ BUC. In the general case, consider the infconvolution

(ϕ0)ε(x) := inf
y∈Rd

{

ϕ0(y) +
|x− y|2
2ε2

}

.

Recall that (ϕ0)ε is at least BUC and (ϕ0)ε ↑ (ϕ0)∗ pointwise as ε ↓ 0. It follows
that the solution of (1a) with (ϕ0)ε as initial data is

ϕε(x, t) = sup
x+tC

(ϕ0)ε.

By Proposition 53, the minimal solution of (1) is thus

ϕ(x, t) = sup
ε>0

ϕε(x, t) = sup
ε>0

sup
x+tC

(ϕ0)ε = sup
x+tC

sup
ε>0

(ϕ0)ε = sup
x+tC

(ϕ0)∗.

Rigorously speaking, Proposition 53 implies that this is the minimal solution with
initial data (ϕ0)∗, but it coincides with the minimal solution associated to ϕ0 by
Proposition 7(i). �

Proof of Proposition 9. Equation (1a) is given by

∂tϕ = sup
ξ∈E

{
b(ξ) ·Dϕ+ tr

(
σa(ξ)(σa)T(ξ)D2ϕ

)}
,

where E is compact and the coefficients b and σa are continuous by (13). By
stochastic control theory [30], the viscosity solution of (1) is given by

ϕ(x, t) = sup
ξ·

E {ϕ0(X
x
t )} ,
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if ϕ0 ∈ BUC and where ξs and Xx
s are defined as in Proposition 9. Let us now

repeat the argument of the proof of Proposition 8 considering the infconvolution
(ϕ0)ε and the corresponding solution of (1a)

ϕε(x, t) = sup
ξ·

E {(ϕ0)ε(X
x
t )} .

We find that the minimal solution of (1) is

ϕ(x, t) = sup
ε>0

ϕε(x, t) = sup
ξ·

sup
ε>0

E {(ϕ0)ε(X
x
t )} .

Since (ϕ0)ε ↑ (ϕ0)∗ as ε ↓ 0, we conclude the proof using the monotone convergence
theorem:

sup
ε>0

E {(ϕ0)ε(X
x
t )}

= lim
ε↓0

↑E {(ϕ0)ε(X
x
t )} = E

{

lim
ε↓0

↑(ϕ0)ε(X
x
t )
}

= E {(ϕ0)∗(X
x
t )} . �

A.3. L∞
int

strong continuity in time. During the proofs, we have assumed that
the solution of (1) is continuous in time with values in L∞

int. Let us prove it here.

Lemma 87. Assume (H1), Gt is the semigroup associated to (1) defined in (19),
and ϕ0 ∈ Cb∩L∞

int(R
d). Then the function t ≥ 0 7→ Gtϕ0 ∈ Cb∩L∞

int(R
d) is strongly

continuous, i.e.

lim
t→t0

‖Gtϕ0 −Gt0ϕ0‖int = 0 ∀t0 ≥ 0.

Proof. Fix ϕ0 ∈ Cb ∩ L∞
int(R

d) and let us prove that

t ≥ 0 7→ Gtϕ0 ∈ Cb ∩ L∞
int(R

d)

is continuous. That is to say, fix also t0 ∈ R
+ and let us show that

ˆ

sup
Q1(x)

|Gtϕ0 −Gt0ϕ0| dx→ 0 as t→ t0.

The pointwise convergence follows from the continuity of (x, t) 7→ Gtϕ0(x) (this
function being the continuous solution of (1)). Moreover, a dominating function is
given by

x 7→ sup
(y,s)∈Q1(x)×[0,t0+1]

|Gsϕ0(y)|.

It is indeed integrable by the uniform in time estimate of Theorem 30. �

A.4. Main properties of | · |conv and | · |diff. Let us prove what we have claimed
in Section 2.4. We need support functions hE of sets E (cf. e.g. [36] for their
standard properties). For any ∅ 6= E ⊆ R

d × Sd, hE is the function

hE : (p,X) ∈ R
d × Sd 7→ sup

(q,Y )∈E
(q, Y ) · (p,X),

where (q, Y ) · (p,X) := q · p+ tr(Y X) is the inner product of Rd × Sd.

Lemma 88. Under (H1), the Hamiltonian of (1a) defined by (4) satisfies H = hK
where K = co{Im(b, a)}.
Proof. Since H = hIm(b,a) by definition, it suffices to use that hE = hco(E) for any

set E. �

Let us now prove the assertion of Remark 19(b), that is the result below.
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Lemma 89. Let H : Rd × Sd → R be such that there are two different triplets
(E , b, a) and (Ẽ , b̃, ã) satisfying (H1) for which

H(p,X) = supE{b · p+ tr(aX)} = supẼ{b̃ · p+ tr(ãX)}.
Then

|H |conv = inf
b0∈Rd

sup
ξ∈E

|b(ξ)− b0| = inf
b0∈Rd

sup
ξ̃∈Ẽ

|b̃(ξ̃)− b0|

and

|H |diff = inf
S
+
d ∋a0≤Im(a)

sup
ξ∈E

tr(a(ξ) − a0) = inf
S
+
d ∋a0≤Im(ã)

sup
ξ̃∈Ẽ

tr(ã(ξ̃)− a0).

Proof. By Lemma 88, we have H = hK = hK̃ where K = co{Im(b, a)} and K̃ =

co{Im(b̃, ã)}. It follows that K = K̃ because any closed convex set is entirely
determined by its support function. It thus suffices to prove that |H |conv and
|H |diff only depend on K. Let us do it for |H |diff. Define the projection

D := projSd(K) = co{Im(a)}.
Since a0 ≤ Im(a) if and only if a0 ≤ D,

|H |diff = inf
S
+
d ∋a0≤D

sup
E

tr (a− a0) ,

where

sup
E

tr(a− a0) = sup
Y ∈Im(a)

tr(Y − a0) = sup
Y ∈co{Im(a)}

tr(Y − a0).

It follows that

|H |diff = inf
S
+
d ∋a0≤D

sup
Y ∈D

tr (Y − a0) for D = projSd(K).

We show in the same way that

|H |conv = inf
b0∈Rd

sup
q∈C

|q − b0| for C = projRd(K).

This completes the proof since these formula only depend on K. �

Let us now prove the last result of Section 2.4.

Proof of Proposition 20. We only do the proof for | · |diff since the argument is
similar for | · |conv. Let us first prove that it is a semi-norm. It is clearly finitely

valued because a = a(ξ) is bounded. Given H, H̃ ∈ Γ with some respective triplets

of data (E , b, a) and (Ẽ , b̃, ã) satisfying (H1), we have

H(p,X) + H̃(p,X) = supE {b · p+ tr(aX)}+ supẼ

{

b̃ · p+ tr(ãX)
}

= sup
E×Ẽ

{

(b(ξ) + b̃(ξ̃)) · p+ tr
(

(a(ξ) + ã(ξ̃))X
)}

,

for any (p,X) ∈ R
d × Sd. This identifies some data which we can associate to the

Hamiltonian H + H̃ ∈ Γ. Let us denote the diffusion matrix by a⊕ ã,

a⊕ ã : (ξ, ξ̃) 7→ a(ξ) + ã(ξ̃),

and fix a0 and ã0 in S
+
d such that a0 ≤ Im(a) and ã0 ≤ Im(ã). It follows that

a0 + ã0 ≤ Im(a⊕ ã) and

|H + H̃ |diff ≤ sup
E×Ẽ

tr
(
(a(ξ) + ã(ξ̃))− (a0 + ã0)

)

= sup
E

tr (a− a0) + sup
Ẽ

tr (ã− ã0) .
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Taking the infimum in a0 and ã0, we deduce that

|H + H̃ |diff ≤ |H |diff + |H̃ |diff.

We argue similarly to show that |αH |diff = α|H |diff, for any α ≥ 0.
Let us now prove (15). Take a minimizing sequence (an0 )n for the infimum

|H |diff = inf
S
+
d ∋a0≤Im(a)

‖tr (a− a0)‖∞ .

It is bounded since a = a(ξ) is bounded and hence an0 → a0 for some matrix a0 ∈ S
+
d

up to a subsequence. In the limit, we get that

|H |diff = lim
n→∞

‖ tr(a− an0 )‖∞ = ‖ tr(a− a0)‖∞.

Hence if this semi-norm is zero, then a ≡ a0 and the diffusion is linear. Conversely,
assume that H(p,X) is affine in X , for any p, and let us prove that |H |diff = 0.
Since

X ∈ Sd 7→ H(0, X) ∈ R

is linear by assumption, Riesz representation theorem implies that there exists
a0 ∈ Sd such that H(0, X) = tr(a0X) for any X ∈ Sd. But we also have

H(0, X) = sup
E

tr(aX) = sup
Y ∈co{Im(a)}

tr(Y X)

and therefore co{Im(a)} = {a0} (again because a closed convex set is entirely
determined by its support function). In particular,

|H |diff ≤ ‖ tr(a− a0)‖∞ = 0

and this completes the proof. �

During these proofs, we have seen some interesting connections with support
functions. Let us summarize them for completeness.

Remark 90. (a) Recall the cone defined in Section 2.4:

Γ =
{
H : Rd × Sd → R s.t. H satisfy (4) for some (E , b, a) satisfying (H1)

}
.

It satisfies

Γ =
{
support functions of compact convex sets K ⊂ R

d × S
+
d

}
,

where the support function of K is

hK(p,X) = sup
(q,Y )∈K

(q, Y ) · (p,X)

for the inner product (q, Y ) · (p,X) = q · p+ tr(Y X).
(b) If C = projRd(K) and D = projSd(K) are the projected sets, then

i) |hK|conv is the minimal radius of balls containing C, and
ii) |hK|diff = inf

S
+
d ∋Y0≤D supY ∈D tr (Y − Y0).

(c) For any triplet (E , a, b) representing H = hK,

K = co {Im(b, a)}, C = co {Im(b)} and D = co {Im(a)}.
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A.5. An optimal L∞
int

inequality.

Lemma 91. For any nonnegative ϕ0 ∈ USC(Rd), r > 0 and ε ≥ 0,
ˆ

sup
Qr+ε(x)

ϕ0 dx ≤
(
r + ε

r

)d ˆ

sup
Qr(x)

ϕ0 dx.

Remark 92. This is Lemma 16 with an explicit estimate of the constant. The
constant is optimal, for instance for ϕ0 = 1{x0} and any fixed x0 ∈ R

d.

Proof. Assume the result holds for d = 1, and let x = (x1, x̂) ∈ R×R
d−1. Then by

assumption

ˆ

sup
Qr+ε(x1,x̂)

ϕ0 dx1 =

ˆ

sup
y1∈[−r−ε,r+ε]

fixed USC and nonnegative function of x1
︷ ︸︸ ︷

sup
ŷ∈[−r−ε,r+ε]d−1

ϕ0(x1 + y1, x̂+ ŷ) dx1

≤ r + ε

r

ˆ

sup
y1∈[−r,r]

sup
ŷ∈[−r−ε,r+ε]d−1

ϕ0(x1 + y1, x̂+ ŷ) dx1,

for any x̂ ∈ R
d−1. Integrating in x̂, we get

ˆ

sup
Qr+ε(x)

ϕ0 dx ≤ r + ε

r

ˆ

sup
y∈[−r,r]×[−r−ε,r+ε]d−1

ϕ0(x+ y) dx.

Starting from the integral to the right, we interchange the roles of x1 and x2 and
repeat the arguments. Continuing in this way leads to the result.

Let us thus focus on the case d = 1. An approximation procedure allows to
reduce the proof to the case where ϕ0 is a step function,

ϕ0(x) =

n∑

i=1

αi1Ii(x),

for some αi ≥ 0 and bounded disjoints intervals Ii. To see this, it suffices to take
the supconvolution followed by upper Riemann sum approximations of integrals.
The details are rather standard and left to the reader. Let us focus on the step
functions above. Let 0 < α̃1 < · · · < α̃m be all the possible different values taken
by αi, and

ϕ0(x) =

m∑

i=1

βi1Ji(x),

with nonnegative β1 := α̃1, β2 := α̃2 − α̃1, etc., and domains

Ji := {ϕ0 ≥ α̃i}
which are finite unions of intervals. For any r > 0, we have a similar representation
for

ψ0(x) := sup
x+[−r,r]

ϕ0 =

m∑

i=1

βi1{ψ0≥α̃i}(x),

where by definition of ψ0,

{ψ0 ≥ α̃i} = Ji + [−r, r].
In other words,

sup
x+[−r,r]

ϕ0 =

m∑

i=1

βi1Ji+[−r,r](x).

By construction, it follows that
ˆ

sup
x+[−r,r]

ϕ0 dx =

m∑

i=1

βimeas (Ji + [−r, r]) .
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The same formula holds for r + ε and it thus suffices to prove that

meas (Ji + [−r − ε, r + ε])

meas (Ji + [−r, r]) ≤ r + ε

r
∀i = 1, . . . ,m.

To do so, rewrite

Ji + [−r, r] = ∪kj=1Kj

as a disjoint union of intervals Kj. In particular,

meas (Ji + [−r, r]) =
k∑

j=1

meas (Kj) .

Observe also that

Ji + [−r − ε, r + ε] ⊆ ∪kj=1 (Kj + [−ε, ε]) ,
where the union to the right no longer needs to be disjoint. Nevertheless, we have
the estimate

meas (Ji + [−r − ε, r + ε]) ≤
k∑

j=1

meas (Kj + [−ε, ε])

and the proof further reduces to proving

(79)
meas (Kj + [−ε, ε])

meas (Kj)
≤ r + ε

r
∀j = 1, . . . , k,

since then

meas (Ji + [−r − ε, r + ε])

meas (Ji + [−r, r]) ≤
∑k

j=1 meas (Kj + [−ε, ε])
∑k

j=1 meas (Kj)
≤ r + ε

r
.

To prove (79), remember that Ji+ [−r, r] = ∪kj=1Kj is a disjoint union of intervals.
Because of the addition of [−r, r], each intervals Kj has a length greater than 2r.
To fix the ideas, let us say Kj = [a, b]. Then b− a ≥ 2r and

meas (Kj + [−ε, ε])
meas (Kj)

=
b− a+ 2ε

b− a
≤ 2r + 2ε

2r
=
r + ε

r
,

because the function τ > 0 7→ τ+ε
τ is nonincreasing. The proof is complete. �

Appendix B. Complementary proofs for entropy solutions

For completeness, we recall the proof of Theorem 12 which is Theorem 1.1 in [31]
under (H2). We will take the opportunity to give details, but we will not perform
the doubling of variables to show Lemma 14 for which we will refer to [11].

Recall that [21, 11] proved the well-posedness of L1 kinetic or renormalized
solutions which are equivalent to entropy solutions in L1 ∩ L∞. The definition of
entropy solutions in L1 ∩ L∞ uses the energy estimate (2.8) of [21],

¨

Rd×R+

K∑

k=1

(
d∑

i=1

∂xiζik(u)

)2

dxdt ≤ 1

2
‖u0‖L2 <∞ if u0 ∈ L1 ∩ L∞,

where

ζik(u) =

ˆ u

0

σA

ik(ξ) dξ.

As a consequence “L2” was used e.g. in [11, Definition 2.2] instead of “L2
loc” in

Definition 11. But we have the following result:
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Lemma 93 (Local energy estimate). Assume (H2), u0 ∈ L∞(Rd), 0 ≤ φ ∈
C∞
c (Rd), and T ≥ 0. If u is an entropy solution of (2) in the sense of Defini-

tion 11 and

‖u0‖L∞ + ‖u‖L∞ + ‖φ‖W 2,1 ≤M,

then there is a constant C only depending on T , M , F and A such that

¨

Rd×(0,T )

K∑

k=1

(
d∑

i=1

∂xiζik(u(x, t))

)2

φ(x) dxdt ≤ C.

Proof. We use Definition 11(c) with the entropy η(u) = |u|2 and the corresponding
fluxes

q(u) = 2

ˆ u

0

ξF ′(ξ) dξ and r(u) = 2

ˆ u

0

ξA(ξ) dξ.

We also take a test function φ(x)1[0,T ](t) where 0 ≤ φ ∈ C∞
c (Rd). It is not smooth

in time but a standard approximation argument shows that it can be used in Def-
inition 11(c) if we add also a final value term at t = T . Here we need the L1

loc

continuity in time of entropy solutions. The result is

≥0
︷ ︸︸ ︷
ˆ

Rd

u2(x, T )φ(x) dx+2

¨

Rd×(0,T )

K∑

k=1

(
d∑

i=1

∂xiζik(u)

)2

φdxdt

≤
ˆ

Rd

u20(x)φ(x) dx +

¨

Rd×(0,T )





d∑

i=1

qi(u)∂xiφ+

d∑

i,j=1

rij(u)∂
2
xixj

φ



 dxdt.

By assumption ‖u0‖L∞ + ‖u‖L∞ + ‖φ‖W 2,1 ≤M , so it follows that
{
‖q(u)‖L∞(Rd×R+,Rd) ≤ 2M2 ess sup−M≤ξ≤M |F ′(ξ)|, and

‖r(u)‖L∞(Rd×R+,Rd×d) ≤ 2M2 ess sup−M≤ξ≤M |A(ξ)|.
With all these estimates, the conclusion readily follows. �

Let us now show the Kato inequality.

Sketch of the proof of Lemma 14. Copy the proof of Theorem 3.1 of [11] with l = ∞
and zero renormalization measures µul ≡ 0 ≡ µvl . With the aid of the previous local
energy estimate, check that every computation holds until (3.19)—even if u and v
satisfy (a)–(b) of Definition 11 with L2

loc and not L2 as in [11]. This gives (14) with
φ ∈ C∞

c (Rd × (0,∞)). Use an approximation argument for φ(x, t)1[0,T ](t) and the

continuity in time with values in L1
loc to get initial and final terms. �

To show the uniqueness of entropy solutions, it suffices to find a good φ in (14),
for instance an exponential as in [20, 31]. This gives the result below.

Lemma 94. Assume (H2) and u, v are L∞ entropy solutions of (2) with initial
data u0, v0 ∈ L∞(Rd). Then for any t ≥ 0 and m < M such that m ≤ u, v ≤M ,

ˆ

Rd

|u− v|(x, t)e−|x| dx ≤ e(LF+LA)t

ˆ

Rd

|u0 − v0|(x)e−|x| dx,

where LF := ess sup[−m,M ] |F ′| and LA := ess sup[−m,M ] tr(A).

Remark 95. We can take m < M such that u0 and v0 take their values in [m,M ]
by the maximum principle. At this stage of this appendix, this principle is only
known in L1 ∩ L∞ (or L1) by [21, 11] and it will follow later in L∞.
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Sketch of the proof. The proof is inspired by [20, 31]. Consider

φε(x, t) := e(LF+LA)(T−t)−
√
ε2+|x|2 ,

for some arbitrary ε > 0, and check that

|u− v|∂tφε +
d∑

i=1

qi(u, v)∂xiφε +

d∑

i,j=1

rij(u, v)∂
2
xixj

φε

≤ |u− v|
{

∂tφε + LF |Dφε|+ LA sup
λ∈Sp(D2φε)

λ+

}

≤ 0

by the Ky Fan inequality (51). Then by the Kato inequality (14) with φε,
ˆ

Rd

|u− v|(x, T )e−
√
ε2+|x|2 dx ≤ e(LF+LA)T

ˆ

Rd

|u0 − v0|(x)e−
√
ε2+|x|2 dx

and the result follows in the limit ε→ 0+. �

Proof of Theorem 12. By Lemma 94, it remains to show the existence. The proof
is inspired by [21, 11]. Given u0 ∈ L∞(Rd), take (un0 )n in L1 ∩ L∞(Rd) such that

(80) − ess supu−0 ≤ un0 ≤ ess supu+0 and un0 → u0 in L1
loc(R

d).

Let un be the entropy solution of (2) with initial data un0 . By the maximum
principle (in L1 ∩ L∞), we know that

(81) − ess supu−0 ≤ un ≤ ess supu+0

Moreover, by Lemma 94, we have for any R ≥ 0, T ≥ 0, and integers n, m,

‖um − un‖C([0,T ];L1({|x|<R}))

= sup
t∈[0,T ]

ˆ

|x|<R
|um(x, t) − un(x, t)| dx

≤ eR sup
t∈[0,T ]

ˆ

Rd

|um(x, t)− un(x, t)|e−|x| dx

≤ eRe(LF+LA)T

ˆ

Rd

|um0 (x)− un0 (x)|e−|x| dx,

where the latter integral tends to zero as n,m → ∞ by (80). Hence there exists
some u ∈ L∞(Rd × R

+) ∩ C(R+;L1
loc(R

d)) such that

(82) lim
n→∞

un = u in C([0, T ];L1
loc(R

d)), ∀T ≥ 0.

It remains to show that u is an entropy solution with initial data u0.
We begin with the L2

loc energy estimate of Definition 11(a). By Lemma 93 and
the L∞ bounds in (81), the sequence

{
d∑

i=1

∂xiζik(un)

}

⊂ L2(Rd × R
+)

is uniformly bounded in L2(K), for any k = 1, . . . ,K, and compact K ⊂ R
d × R

+.
As a consequence, it weakly converges in L2(K) (up to some subsequence) to some
function

f(x, t) ∈ L2
loc(R

d × R
+).

For any φ ∈ C∞
c (Rd × R

+) and k = 1, . . . ,K,

¨

Rd×R+

(
d∑

i=1

∂xiζik(un)

)

φdxdt = −
¨

Rd×R+

(
d∑

i=1

ζik(un)∂xiφ

)

dxdt.
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Since

ζik(·) =
ˆ ·

0

σA

ik(ξ) dξ for σA

ik ∈ L∞
loc(R,R

d×K),

the function ζik(·) is locally Lipschitz continuous. By the strong convergence stated
in (82) and the L∞ bounds in (81), we infer that ζik(un) converges towards ζik(u)
in C([0, T ];L1

loc(R
d)) for all T ≥ 0. Hence, at the limit, we deduce that

¨

Rd×R+

fφdxdt = −
¨

Rd×R+

(
d∑

i=1

ζik(u)∂xiφ

)

dxdt.

By the definition of a weak derivatives, this means that

d∑

i=1

∂xiζik(u) = f ∈ L2
loc(R

d × R
+),

and the proof of part (a) in Definition 11 is complete. Moreover we have found that

d∑

i=1

∂xiζik(un)⇀

d∑

i=1

∂xiζik(u) in L2(K),

for any k = 1, . . . ,K and compact K ⊂ R
d × R

+.
To show the chain rule in part (b) of Definition 11, we start from the chain rule

for un,

(83)
d∑

i=1

∂xiζ
β
ik(un) = β(un)

d∑

i=1

∂xiζik(un) ∈ L2(Rd × R
+),

valid for any β ∈ C(R), k = 1, . . . ,K, and integer n. Recall also that

ζβik(un) =

ˆ un

0

σA

ik(ξ)β(ξ) dξ.

By the previous convergence results and bounds, the right-hand side of (83) con-

verges weakly to β(u)
∑d
i=1 ∂xiζik(u) in L2(K). We can argue as before to show

that the left-hand side converges weakly in L2(K) to
∑d

i=1 ∂xiζ
β
ik(u). We thus get

part (b) of Definition 11 in the limit. Moreover,

(84)

d∑

i=1

∂xiζ
β
ik(un)⇀

d∑

i=1

∂xiζ
β
ik(u) in L2(K),

for any β ∈ C(R), k = 1, . . . ,K, and compact K ⊂ R
d × R

+.
Now, it remains to prove the part (c) of Definition 11. The only difficulty

concerns the passage to the limit in the right-hand side, because we have a quadratic
term and mere weak convergence. Let us therefore only focus on this term. We
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take β =
√
η′′ and apply the chain rule Definition 11(b),

¨

Rd×R+

η′′(un)
K∑

k=1

(
d∑

i=1

∂xiζik(un)

)2

φdxdt

=

¨

Rd×R+

η′′(un)
K∑

k=1

(
d∑

i=1

∂xiζik(un)

)



d∑

j=1

∂xjζjk(un)



φdxdt

=

¨

Rd×R+

K∑

k=1

(
d∑

i=1

∂xiζ
√
η′′

ik (un)

)



d∑

j=1

∂xjζ
√
η′′

jk (un)



φdxdt

=

¨

Rd×R+

K∑

k=1

(
d∑

i=1

∂xiζ
√
η′′

ik (un)
√

φ

)2

dxdt

=

K∑

k=1

∥
∥
∥
∥
∥

d∑

i=1

∂xiζ
√
η′′

ik (un)
√

φ

∥
∥
∥
∥
∥

2

L2(Rd×R+)

.

But, by (84), we have for any k = 1, . . . ,K,

d∑

i=1

∂xiζ
√
η′′

ik (un)
√

φ ⇀

d∑

i=1

∂xiζ
√
η′′

ik (u)
√

φ in L2(Rd × R
+).

It follows that
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥

d∑

i=1

∂xiζ
√
η′′

ik (u)
√

φ

∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
L2(Rd×R+)

≤ lim inf
n→∞

∥
∥
∥
∥
∥

d∑

i=1

∂xiζ
√
η′′

ik (un)
√

φ

∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
L2(Rd×R+)

,

that is

lim inf
n→∞

¨

Rd×R+

η′′(un)
K∑

k=1

(
d∑

i=1

∂xiζik(un)

)2

φdxdt

≥
K∑

k=1

∥
∥
∥
∥
∥

d∑

i=1

∂xiζ
√
η′′

ik (u)
√

φ

∥
∥
∥
∥
∥

2

L2(Rd×R+)

=

¨

Rd×R+

η′′(u)
K∑

k=1

(
d∑

i=1

∂xiζik(u)

)2

φdxdt,

where similar chain rule computations have been used for u. This is enough to
pass to the limit in the entropy inequalities of Definition 11(b) and the proof is
complete. �

As a byproduct of the previous proof, we get the lemma below.

Lemma 96. Assume (H2), u0 ∈ L∞(Rd), and u is the entropy solution of (2).
Then ess inf u0 ≤ u ≤ ess supu0. Moreover, if v is the entropy solution with initial
data v0, then u0 ≥ v0 implies u ≥ v.

Proof. For the comparison principle, define un0 (x) := u0(x)1|x|<n and vn0 similarly.
As previously, the associated entropy solutions un and vn respectively converge
towards u and v in C([0, T ];L1

loc(R
d)), T ≥ 0, and thus almost everywhere up to

taking a (common) subsequence. If u0 ≥ v0, then un0 ≥ vn0 for all n, so un ≥
vn by the comparison principle in L1 ∩ L∞, and u ≥ v at the limit. For the
maximum principle, apply the comparison principle to v0 := ess inf u0 and ess supu0
successively. �
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Appendix C. Complementary proofs for viscosity solutions

In Section 3.2, we claimed that (24) and (25) are optimal. Let us precise in
which sense.

Lipschitz semi-norms for Gt. Let Gt : Cb∩L∞
int(R

d) → Cb∩L∞
int(R

d) be the solution
semigroup of (1) and define

Lip(Gt, ‖ · ‖) := sup
ϕ0,ψ0∈Cb∩L∞

int,ϕ0 6≡ψ0

‖Gtϕ0 −Gtψ0‖
‖ϕ0 − ψ0‖

with respect to a given norm ‖ · ‖. The contraction properties of Gt are related to
the behavior of this smallest Lipschitz constant as t→ 0+, for instance:

(85) Gt is ‖ · ‖-quasicontractive ⇐⇒ Lip(Gt, ‖ · ‖) ≤ 1 +O(t),

cf. Definition 27 and [33, 28, 13]. If we rewrite (24) and (25) in these terms, we
obtain that

(86) Lip(Gt, ‖ · ‖int) ≤ 1 +O (t|H |conv + ωd(t|H |diff))
and Lip(Gt, ||| · |||) ≤ 1 +O (t(|H |conv ∨ |H |diff))

as t(|H |conv ∨ |H |diff) → 0+. Let us give an example of a PDE for which (86) is
optimal.

Optimal example for (24) and (25). Given η, ν ≥ 0, consider the equation

(87) ∂tϕ = η|Dϕ| + ν sup
λ∈Sp(D2ϕ)

λ+

for which |H |conv = η and |H |diff = ν.5 For the solution semigroup Gt of (87), the
properties in (86) read as follows:

(88) Lip(Gt, ‖ · ‖int) ≤ 1+O (tη + ωd(tν)) and Lip(Gt, ||| · |||) ≤ 1+O (t(η ∨ ν))
as t(η ∨ ν) → 0+.

Remark 97. From now it is understood that Gt = Gη,νt depends on η and ν.

The result below shows that (88) is optimal.

Proposition 98. The solution semigroup Gt of (87) satisfies

lim inf
t(η∨ν)→0+

Lip(Gt, ‖ · ‖int)− 1

tη + ωd(tν)
> 0 and lim inf

t(η∨ν)→0+

Lip(Gt, ||| · |||)− 1

t(η ∨ ν) > 0,

for the modulus ωd(·) defined in Lemma 67 (see also Lemma 70).

Here is another result which justifies the necessity to introduce the new norm
||| · ||| in Theorem 35.

Proposition 99. The above modulus satisfies lim infr→0+ ωd(r)/
√
r > 0. In par-

ticular, the solution semigroup Gt of (87) is not ‖ · ‖int-quasicontractive if ν > 0.

Proof of the second part of Proposition 99. By Proposition 98 and the first part,
lim infr→0+ ωd(r)/

√
r > 0, the right-hand side of (85) fails and Gt is not a quasi-

contraction semigroup. �

The rest of this appendix is devoted to the proofs of Proposition 98 and the
liminf in Proposition 99. We need some lemmas. Set

USCint(R
d) :=

{
ϕ0 ∈ USC(Rd) : ‖ϕ0‖int <∞

}

with the pointwise sup in the definition of ‖ · ‖int according to our notation.

5Recall that H(p,X) = sup|q|,|q̃|≤1{η q · p+ ν tr((q̃ ⊗ q̃)X)}.
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Lemma 100. Given 0 ≤ ϕ0 ∈ USCint(R
d), there is Cb ∩ L∞

int(R
d) ∋ ϕn0 ↓ ϕ0

pointwise.

Proof. Just take the supconvolution ϕn0 (x) := supy{ϕ0(y)−n|x− y|2}. It is indeed
in L∞

int because ϕ
n
0 (x) = ϕ0(y)− n|x− y|2 for some |x− y| ≤

√

‖ϕ0‖∞/n =: C and
thus

´

supQ1(x)
ϕn0 dx ≤

´

supQ1+C(x) ϕ0 dx <∞ by Lemma 16. �

The next result is Proposition 8 for max solutions.

Lemma 101. For any compact convex C ⊂ R
d, the maximal solution of ∂tϕ =

supq∈C q ·Dϕ with bounded ϕ0 is ϕ(x, t) = supx+tC(ϕ0)
∗.

Proof. Take the supconvolution ϕε0 ↓ (ϕ0)
∗ as ε ↓ 0. By stability, cf. Proposition 53,

the solution of ∂tϕε = supq∈C q ·Dϕε with data ϕε0 satisfies ϕε ↓ ϕ.6 It moreover
satisfies the desired formula ϕε(x, t) = supy∈tC ϕ

ε
0(x + y) because ϕε0 is regular.

Writing that ϕε0(x + y) = supz{(ϕ0)
∗(x + y + z) − |z|2/(2ε2)} and exchanging

the supremums in y and z then reveals that ϕε is the supconvolution in space of
supx+tC(ϕ0)

∗. Hence ϕε(x, t) ↓ supx+tC(ϕ0)
∗ and the proof is complete. �

Lemma 102. Let ‖ · ‖ = ‖ · ‖int or ||| · |||. Then the semigroup associated to (87)
satisfies for any t ≥ 0,

Lip(Gt, ‖ · ‖) ≥ sup
0≤ϕ0∈USCint,ϕ0 6≡0

‖Gtϕ0‖/‖ϕ0‖ =:Mt.

Hereafter Gt denotes the maximal solution operator associated to (87). We use

the same notation for G
mod

t associated to (62). The semigroup Gmod
t is a part of the

definition (63) of ||| · |||. In Lemma 102, it is understood that this norm is defined
for 0 ≤ ϕ0 ∈ USCint(R

d) by

|||ϕ0||| := sup
s≥0

e−s‖Gmod

s ϕ0‖int.

Proof of Lemma 102. Let ‖ · ‖ = ||| · |||. Given 0 ≤ ϕ0 ∈ USCint, ϕ0 6≡ 0, use Lemma
100 to get a sequence Cb ∩ L∞

int ∋ ϕn0 ↓ ϕ0 pointwise. The main step of the proof

consists in showing that |||Gtϕn0 ||| → |||Gtϕ0||| as n→ ∞, for any t ≥ 0.
Take the semigroup Get associated to

(89) ∂tϕ =

d∑

i=1

|∂xiϕ|.

By Proposition 8 and Lemma 101,

sup
Q1(x)

Gmod

s Gtϕ
n
0 = Ge1G

mod

s Gtϕ
n
0 (x) and sup

Q1(x)

G
mod

s Gtϕ0 = G
e

1G
mod

s Gtϕ0(x)

for any t, s ≥ 0 and x ∈ R
d. These functions are moreover nonnegative by the

comparison principle, cf. Proposition 7(ii). Hence

‖Gmod

s Gtϕ
n
0‖int =

ˆ

Rd

Ge1G
mod

s Gtϕ
n
0 (x) dx

→
ˆ

Rd

G
e

1G
mod

s Gtϕ0 dx = ‖Gmod

s Gtϕ0‖int as n→ ∞,

because Ge1G
mod
s Gtϕ

n
0 ↓ Ge1G

mod

s Gtϕ0 pointwise by stability (Proposition 53) and
since these functions are in L∞

int ⊂ L1 by Section 3.2. Note now that |||Gtϕn0 ||| =
e−sn‖Gmod

sn Gtϕ
n
0‖int for some sn ∈ [0, Rt] with Rt > 0 independent of n, because

6Recall that the max solutions with data ϕ0 or (ϕ0)∗ coincide by Proposition 7(i).
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the function s 7→ ‖Gmod
s Gtϕ

n
0‖int is continuous by Lemma 87, grows polynomially

by Corollary 33 and Lemma 74, and at s = 0 we have

|||Gtϕn0 ||| ≥ ‖Gtϕn0 ‖int ≥ ‖ϕn0‖int ≥ ‖ϕ0‖int > 0.

To get the second inequality, we have used that Gtϕ
n
0 ≥ ϕn0 pointwise because the

solution of (87) is nondecreasing in t. Let s ∈ [0, Rt] be the limit of sn (t being
fixed from the beginning); it exists up to reasoning with subsequences if necessary.
For any m ≥ n,

|||Gtϕm0 ||| = e−sm‖Gmod

sm Gtϕ
m
0 ‖int ≤ e−sm‖Gmod

sm Gtϕ
n
0‖int → e−s‖Gmod

s Gtϕ
n
0‖int

as m→ ∞. Taking the limit as n→ ∞ by what precedes, we conclude that

lim sup
m

|||Gtϕm0 ||| ≤ e−s‖Gmod

s Gtϕ0‖int ≤ |||Gtϕ0|||.

But for any s ≥ 0,

|||Gtϕn0 ||| ≥ e−s‖Gmod

s Gtϕ
n
0‖int → e−s‖Gmod

s Gtϕ0‖int as n→ ∞,

so taking the sup in s implies that lim infn |||Gtϕn0 ||| ≥ |||Gtϕ0|||.
This proves our claim that |||Gtϕn0 ||| → |||Gtϕ0||| for any t ≥ 0 and in particular

|||ϕn0 ||| → |||ϕ0||| for t = 0. It follows that

Lip(Gt, ||| · |||) ≥ |||Gtϕn0 |||/|||ϕn0 ||| → |||Gtϕ0|||/|||ϕ0||| as n→ ∞.

This implies that Lip(Gt, ||| · |||) ≥ Mt by taking the sup in ϕ0. The proof is then

complete for the norm ||| · |||. For ‖ · ‖int, use that ‖Gmod
s Gtϕ

n
0 ‖int → ‖Gmod

s Gtϕ0‖int
with s = 0 to get that ‖Gtϕn0‖int → ‖Gtϕ0‖int and conclude similarly. �

At this stage, we can prove the first part of Proposition 98.

Proof of the first liminf in Proposition 98. Let us derive lower bounds on Mt from
Lemma 102 with ‖ · ‖ = ‖ · ‖int. We first choose ϕ0 = 1{0} and focus on the
convection part of (87). Its Hamiltonian satisfies

η|p|+ ν sup
λ∈Sp(X)

λ+ ≥ η|p| ≥ cdη

d∑

i=1

|pi|

with cd = d−1/2. Thus t 7→ G
e

cdtη1{0} is a subsolution of (87) since t 7→ G
e

t1{0}
solves (89). It follows that Gt1{0} ≥ G

e

cdtη1{0}, and since G
e

cdtη1{0} = 1Qcdtη
by

Lemma 101,

‖Gt1{0}‖int ≥
ˆ

sup
Q1(x)

1Qcdtη
dx = meas

(
Q1+cdtη

)
.

Using that ‖1{0}‖int = meas(Q1),

(90) Mt ≥
meas

(
Q1+cdtη

)

meas
(
Q1

) = (1 + cdtη)
d ≥ 1 + cdtη.

Let us now treat the diffusion in (87). Given the solution semigroup Gdiff
t of (49),

we can reformulate the definition of ωd(·) in Lemma 67 as follows: For any r ≥ 0,

(91) ωd(r) = sup
0≤ϕ0∈USCint,ϕ0 6≡0

‖Gdiff

r ϕ0‖int
‖ϕ0‖int

− 1.

In particular 1 + ωd(tν) = limn ‖G
diff

tν ϕ
n
0‖int/‖ϕn0‖int for some 0 ≤ ϕn0 ∈ USCint,

ϕn0 6≡ 0. Using this time that

η|p|+ ν sup
λ∈Sp(X)

λ+ ≥ ν sup
λ∈Sp(X)

λ+,
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the functions t 7→ G
diff

tν ϕ
n
0 are subsolutions of (87) because t 7→ G

diff

t ϕn0 solves

(49). Then Gtϕ
n
0 ≥ G

diff

tν ϕ
n
0 and ‖Gtϕn0‖int ≥ ‖Gdiff

tν ϕ
n
0 ‖int since these functions are

nonnegative. We obtain that

Mt ≥ ‖Gtϕn0 ‖int/‖ϕn0‖int ≥ ‖Gdiff

tν ϕ
n
0‖int/‖ϕn0‖int → 1 + ωd(tν) as n→ ∞.

Taking the maximum with (90), we deduce that Mt ≥ 1 + (cdtη ∨ ωd(tν)) with
cd = d−1/2 > 0 and the first liminf in Proposition 98 follows from Lemma 102. �

For the second liminf, we need lemmas to compute |||Gt1{0}|||. Recall that Gt

and G
mod

t are the maximal solution operators associated to (87) and (62).

Lemma 103. We have G
mod

s Gt1{0}(x) = U((|x|−ηt−s)+/√νt+ s) for any t, s ≥ 0

and x ∈ R
d with the profile U(·) from Lemma 68.

Hereafter we use the convention U(a/0) := 0 if a > 0 and U(0/0) := 1 which
means that U((|x| − ηt− s)+/0) = 1Bηt+s

(x) with the closed ball Br := {|x| ≤ r}.

Proof. Let us take ν > 0 and first show that

ϕ(x, t) := U((|x| − ηt)+/
√
νt) = Gt1{0}(x).

Recall that U(·) is smooth, decreasing, and U ′′(r) + rU ′(r)/2 = 0 with U(0) = 1
and U(+∞) = 0.

Let us verify that ϕ solves (87). We argue as in Lemma 68. If |x| < ηt, then ϕ
is constant and solves (87). If |x| > ηt, then ϕ(x, t) = U((|x| − ηt)/

√
νt),

∂tϕ = ν
−|x| − ηt

2(νt)
3
2

U ′, Dϕ =
x

|x|
U ′
√
νt
, and sup

λ∈Sp(D2ϕ)

λ+ =
1

νt
U ′′,

where the last term is as in (52). Since U ′ ≤ 0, |Dϕ| = −U ′/
√
νt and taking

r := (|x| − ηt)/
√
νt,

∂tϕ− η|Dϕ| − ν sup
λ∈Sp(D2ϕ)

λ+ = −rU
′(r)/2 + U ′′(r)

t
= 0.

The function ϕ thus solves (87) if |x| 6= ηt. For the last case, consider the function
ψ(x, t) := 1Bηt

(x). It is less or equal ϕ, satisfies ∂tψ = η|Dψ|, and is such that

ϕ(x, t) = ψ(x, t) if |x| = ηt. Given any such (x, t) and φ ∈ C∞ such that (x, t) is a
max of ϕ− φ, ψ − φ achieves also a max at (x, t) and

∂tφ(x, t) ≤ η|Dφ(x, t)| ≤ η|Dφ(x, t)| + ν sup
λ∈Sp(D2φ(x,t))

λ+.

This shows that ϕ is subsolution of (87) at (x, t) and it is also a supersolution
because its subjet is empty. We conclude that ϕ satisfies the equation associated
to Gt everywhere. Now given the continuous initial data ϕn0 (x) := ϕ(x, 1/n), we
deduce that Gtϕ

n
0 (x) = ϕ(x, t + 1/n). We will show that Gt1{0}(x) = ϕ(x, t) by

passing to the limit as n → ∞. Indeed, by monotonicity of the profile U , we have
ϕn0 ↓ 1{0} and ϕ(·, · + 1/n) ↓ ϕ(·, ·) pointwise. Hence Gtϕ

n
0 ↓ Gt1{0} by stability

and Gt1{0}(x) = ϕ(x, t).

Fixing t and arguing similarly with ϕ̃(x, s) := U((|x| − ηt − s)+/
√
νt+ s), we

find that G
mod

s Gt1{0}(x) = ϕ̃(x, s) and complete the proof for ν > 0. For ν = 0 we

know that Gt1{0}(x) = ϕ(x, t) by Lemma 101, according to our notation, and the
rest of the proof is the same. �

Lemma 104. For any x ∈ R
d, define f(x) := dist(x,Q1). Then for any t, s ≥ 0,

‖Gmod

s Gt1{0}‖int =
ˆ

Rd

U
(
(f(x) − ηt− s)+/

√
νt+ s

)
dx.
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Proof. Using that f(x) = miny∈Q1(x)
|y|, the monotonicity of the profile U(·) implies

that supy∈Q1(x)
U((|y| − ηt − s)+/

√
νt+ s) = U((f(x) − ηt − s)+/

√
νt+ s). We

conclude by Lemma 103. �

The integral in Lemma 104 will be computed over the level sets of f . For this
sake, we need the lemma below.

Lemma 105. The function f from Lemma 104 is Lipschitz with |Df | = 1 almost
everywhere outside Q1. Moreover there are c1, . . . , cd > 0 such that the Lebesgue
and Hausdorf measures of the level sets satisfy: For any r ≥ 0,

meas{f ≤ r} = meas
(
Q1

)
+

d∑

i=1

cir
i and Hd−1{f = r} =

d∑

i=1

icir
i−1.

Proof. The first assertion is classical, cf. e.g. the proof of Theorem 3.14 of [29].
Now for any ∅ 6= I ⊆ {1, . . . , d} define

AI :=
{
x : mini∈I |xi| ≥ 1, maxi/∈I |xi| < 1, and 0 <

√∑

i∈I(|xi| − 1)2 ≤ r
}

and note that {0 < f ≤ r} = ∪IAI with I such as above.7 Since the union is dis-
joint, meas{0 < f ≤ r} =

∑

I meas(AI). Moreover, cutting AI and appropriately
changing the variable on each part, we see that

meas (AI) = meas
{
x : maxi/∈I |xi| < 1 and

√∑

i∈I |xi|2 ≤ r
}
,

roughly speaking because the connected components of AI can be translated to
reconstitute a partition of the new set above. The Fubini theorem then implies
that meas(AI) = cIr

card(I) for some cI > 0. We deduce that meas{0 < f ≤ r} =
∑d

i=1 cir
i for some c1, . . . , cd > 0. The coarea formula e.g. Theorem 3.14 of [29]

then implies that

meas{f ≤ r} = meas{f = 0}+meas{0 < f ≤ r} = meas
(
Q1

)
+

ˆ r

0

Hd−1{f = τ} dτ

and this gives the desired results. �

Proof of the second liminf in Proposition 98. By Lemma 102 with ‖ · ‖ = ||| · |||,
(92) Lip(Gt, ||| · |||) ≥Mt ≥ |||Gt1{0}|||/|||1{0}|||.
Let us derive lower bounds of this ratio. By Lemma 104, coarea formula Theorem
3.13 of [29], and Lemma 105,

‖Gmod

s Gt1{0}‖int

=

ˆ

Rd

U
(
(f(x) − ηt− s)+/

√
νt+ s

)
dx

=

ˆ

f≤ηt+s
U(0/

√
νt+ s) dx+

ˆ ∞

ηt+s

ˆ

f=r

U((r − ηt− s)/
√
νt+ s) dHd−1 dr

= meas{f ≤ ηt+ s}+
ˆ ∞

ηt+s

U((r − ηt− s)/
√
νt+ s)Hd−1{f = r} dr

= meas
(
Q1

)
+

d∑

i=1

ci(ηt+ s)i +

d∑

i=1

ici

ˆ ∞

ηt+s

ri−1U((r − ηt− s)/
√
νt+ s) dr

︸ ︷︷ ︸

=:Ii

(93)

7To see this, take the orthogonal projection P : Rd → R
d over Q1, note that ∂Q1 = ∪IBI

with BI = {x : |xi| = 1 for i ∈ I and maxi/∈I |xi| < 1} which implies that the collection of sets
P−1(BI ) = {mini∈I |xi| ≥ 1 and maxi/∈I |xi| < 1} is a partition of Qc

1, and conclude that the

collection of AI = P−1(BI ) ∩ {0 < f ≤ r} is a partition of {0 < f ≤ r}.
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where Ii =
√
νt+ s

´∞
0 (r

√
νt+ s+ ηt+ s)i−1U(r) dr. If η = ν = 0, the semigroup

Gt of (87) is the identity and (93) reads as follows:

(94) ‖Gmod

s 1{0}‖int = meas
(
Q1

)
+

d∑

i=1

cis
i +

d∑

i=1

ici
√
s

ˆ ∞

0

(r
√
s+ s)i−1U(r) dr.

Each term of (93) is greater or equal to the corresponding term in (94), and using
this fact for i 6= 1 we find that

(95) ‖Gmod

s Gt1{0}‖int ≥ ‖Gmod

s 1{0}‖int + c1ηt+ (
√
νt+ s−√

s)c1

ˆ ∞

0

U.

Consider now s such that

|||1{0}||| = sup
s≥0

e−s‖Gmod

s 1{0}‖int = e−s‖Gmod

s 1{0}‖int.

This s exists and is positive since by (94),

‖Gmod

s 1{0}‖int = meas
(
Q1

)
+
√
s c1

ˆ ∞

0

U + o(
√
s) as s→ 0+

with meas(Q1) = ‖Gmod

s=01{0}‖int. Using then that
√
νt+ s −

√
s ≥ νt/(2

√
νt+ s)

in (95) with s = s,

|||Gt1{0}||| ≥ e−s‖Gmod

s Gt1{0}‖int ≥ |||1{0}|||+ e−s
(
c1ηt+ c̃1νt/

√
νt+ s

)

with c̃1 = c1
´∞
0 U > 0. Hence

|||Gt1{0}|||/|||1{0}||| ≥ 1 + e−s(c1ηt+ c̃1νt/
√
νt+ s)/|||1{0}|||

and (92) implies the second liminf in Proposition 98. �

It only remains to complete the proof of the second result.

Proof of the first part of Proposition 99. We will use (93) with appropriately cho-
sen parameters to bound ωd(·) from below. Let us take η = 0, ν = 1, and s = 0.

Then the maximal solution operator Gt associated to (87) is the operator G
diff

t

associated to (49), and (93) with s = 0 and G
mod

s=0 = Id then implies

‖Gdiff

t 1{0}‖int = meas
(
Q1

)
+

d∑

i=1

ici
√
t

ˆ ∞

0

(r
√
t)i−1U(r) dr

where meas(Q1) = ‖1{0}‖int. By (91) with ϕ0 = 1{0},

lim inf
t→0+

ωd(t)√
t

≥ lim
t→0+

‖Gdiff

t 1{0}‖int/‖1{0}‖int − 1√
t

=
c1
´∞
0
U

‖1{0}‖int
> 0

and the proof is complete. �
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